“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I learn.”
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כ"א אằm תשל"ח
Hillel Day School was founded in 1958 by a group of lay and rabbinical leaders including Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l. In the words of his son Jeremy (class of 1970), “My father thought there should be a good Hebrew day school in Detroit.”

The school opened with 29 students in two classrooms at Seven Mile and Schaefer, and as it grew, moved to various locations in the 1960s before breaking ground at our current location on Middlebelt Road in Farmington Hills, with the landmarked Little Red Schoolhouse at the front of the property.

Over the years, the building has been expanded and renovated from top-to-bottom. Today we are blessed with a cutting-edge campus that prepares Jewish students for the world they will inherit.

Spread out over 16 acres, our sports fields, greenhouse, MakerSpace, and learning communities all enhance the outstanding Jewish and general education that has been our hallmark for 60 years. Our more than 1,700 alumni are our school’s legacy, pursuing careers guided by their Jewish values.

In our 60th year, we have 585 students in our Early Childhood Center through eighth grade. Even as we have grown, what remains steadfast is the tireless dedication of our faculty and staff, our lay leaders, supporters, and volunteers, all of whom believe in our mission to inspire a passion for learning, responsibility to self and community, and devotion to Jewish living in a warm, innovative, and engaging environment. As Jeremy Segal notes, “I think my father would be pleased with what Hillel is today – maybe even a little surprised, but pleased!”

We thank you for joining us tonight to mark this milestone in our school’s history. May we all go from strength to strength!
Our Mission

Hillel Day School of Metropolitan Detroit delivers an outstanding general and Jewish education to Jewish children from preschool through eighth grade.

At Hillel, we inspire a passion for learning, responsibility to self and community, and devotion to Jewish living in a warm, innovative, and engaging environment.

Core Values

Talmud Torah - We believe that all study is sacred because all disciplines are paths to understanding God’s world. We seek to inspire a love of Torah in all its forms, so that our students may become lifelong learners.

Derekh Eretz - We believe in the value of treating every human being with honor and respect. Each individual has worth, as we are all created in the image of God. At Hillel, students, educators, staff, and parents collaborate to create a moral, kind, and caring community.

Ve-Ahavta - A Personal Relationship with God - We believe in the value of forging a loving, personal relationship with God. When we pray, we speak to God; when we study, God speaks to us. Through prayer that is spirited and meaningful, and study in an atmosphere that encourages deep and honest questions, students begin to develop their own lifelong relationship with God.

Tikkun Olam - Perfecting the World - We believe that we are God’s partners in perfecting the world by making it more peaceful, just, and compassionate. Through gemilut hasadim (acts of kindness) and hands-on service projects, our students make a difference in their own communities and in the world at large.

Kedushah - Holiness - We believe that a rich Jewish life can add holiness to our existence. Some mitzvot, such as tzedakah, guide us in our relationships with our fellow human beings; others, such as those related to Kashrut, Shabbat, and the holidays, govern ritual observance. All offer opportunities to sanctify our lives, to elevate the everyday.

Tzionut - Zionism - We believe in the importance of Israel, Zionism, and the Hebrew language. The modern State of Israel is a place where Jewish values come to life, and a home for Jews from around the world. We see spiritual meaning in the existence of the state, and are proud of its continued growth.

K’lal Yisrael - Unity of the Jewish People - We believe in the ultimate unity of the Jewish People. We feel a deep sense of connection to Jews around the world and throughout the generations. Recognizing the variety of beliefs, affiliations, and observances that exists in our community, we seek Shalom Bayit - peaceful coexistence based upon mutual respect and shared values.
A teacher is one who has a program - arithmetic, reading, writing, and so on - fulfills it conscientiously, and feels that he has done his job. An educator tries to give children something else in addition: SPIRIT.

Golda Meir
Brian Hermelin is Managing Partner and co-founder of Rockbridge Growth Equity, LLC, a Detroit-based, private equity firm. He is also a founding General Partner of Detroit Venture Partners, an early-stage venture capital firm focused on creating technology businesses in Detroit; and a founding General Partner of Detroit Venture Partners, an early-stage, venture capital firm focused on creating technology businesses in Detroit; and a principal and director of JACK Entertainment, a Midwest-based regional gaming company.

Brian sits on the board of directors of several Rockbridge portfolio companies including Northcentral University, Gas Station TV, and Robb Report. In addition, he is a board member of AXS, a leader in electronic ticketing for sports teams and entertainment venues, and of publicly traded Sun Communities, Inc., the nation’s premier provider of manufactured home communities and RV resorts.

Brian is an integral member of Hillel’s Goldman-Hermelin Education Foundation Board, and has been a valuable part of Hillel’s Head Support and Evaluation Committee. Brian is a trustee of Children’s Hospital of Michigan Foundation, and serves on the Cranbrook Schools Board of Governors. He is also a past campaign chair for the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit, and a past president of Congregation Shaarey Zedek.

Brian and his wife Jennifer have three children who all attended Hillel: Max, Isabel, and David (class of 2016). Brian is a graduate of the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan, and has an MBA from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.

Brian, who attended Hillel Day School, has, as his parents before him, philanthropists David (z”l) and Doreen Hermelin, devoted valuable time and energy towards the advancement of our school, and to Jewish continuity and life in Detroit. He is a tireless champion of the revitalization of the city, with its positive implications for the future of the Detroit Jewish community. For all these reasons and more, we are privileged to bestow upon Brian the Hillel Day School Dream Maker Award.
ESTEEMED EDUCATORS

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith have each taught at Hillel for more than 25 years – in a few instances, many more than that! They have each made an indelible impact on countless students and the culture of Hillel Day School. Teaching for them is not a profession; it is a calling to instill in every child the faith and values that have perpetuated the Jewish people for millennia, the knowledge they need to succeed, and the confidence that they are loved, and that they possess a sacred purpose in the world.

Morah Littman, a second generation Hillel teacher, followed in the steps of her father, beloved Hillel teacher Menachem Glaser. Morah Perlstein still remembers the Hebrew names of all her students who return to visit the school. Alumni parents who had Morah Levin request that she teach their children, as well. And most graduates fondly remember the dynamic duo of Morahs Gaba and Schuchman, current savtas in the school to their own grandchildren and, it seems, to many more.

Ms. Smith, currently a reading specialist, has instilled a love of literature in countless students throughout the years. Nothing gives our honorees greater satisfaction than to see alumni who continue to be guided by the lessons of their Hillel education.

It is fitting that in celebration of Hillel’s 60th anniversary, we honor these teachers, representing those who came before them, and their current colleagues, for their selfless, loving devotion to our students and school. They embody founding Rabbi Jacob E. Segal’s vision of exemplary Jewish and general education that has guided Hillel and its teachers for the past 60 years. Mazal tov! May you all continue to go from strength to strength.

The highest activity a human being can attain is learning for understanding, because to understand is to be free.

Baruch Spinoza

RABBI JACOB E. SEGAL 617 AWARD HONOREES
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Since joining Hillel in 1992 as a Judaic Studies teacher, Clara Gaba, a native Israeli, has tried to touch students’ hearts “so that they see that Judaism will add meaning to their lives,” she says. In 2000, Clara received the Jewish Theological Seminary award for Teacher of the Year. In 2007, she received the Grinspoon-Steinhardt Award for Excellence in Jewish Education. Her three children, Ron, Ilana, and Amira, are Hillel alumni, and Ilana and Amira have followed in her footsteps as teachers themselves.

Three of her grandchildren also currently attend Hillel. “When I see the Hillel values reflected back years later, as I do in my own children,” she says, “it validates that there is no return on an investment as great as the one parents receive when they invest in Jewish education.”

Raised in Tel Aviv, Adina Levin, the daughter of Holocaust survivors, served as an officer in the IDF before moving to the U.S. in 1976. She joined Hillel as a Judaic Studies teacher in 1984, and earned the 2010 Grinspoon-Steinhardt Award for Excellence in Jewish Education. “I love teaching Torah, connecting its timeless values to our lives today, and sharing my experiences growing up in Israel,” she says. “Now I am teaching a second generation of students. To know that after receiving their own Hillel education, the alumni parents have decided to send their children here, too, is an unbelievable feeling,” she says. “They appreciate the values they learned.”
Born in Netanya, Malka Littman followed her father Menachem Glaser, a revered Hillel teacher, into the classroom in 1989, when she joined Hillel’s faculty as a Judaic Studies teacher. Since then, she has spoken exclusively in Hebrew to her students, who have emerged with language skills they use to this day. What makes her happiest, she says, “is to hear a student has made aliya, or has studied in Israel, or is involved in Jewish organizations on university campuses. It makes me feel like ‘A-Ha! We got it done!’”

After 42 years of teaching, “making a stamp on the Jewish family” continues to be of utmost importance to Judaic Studies teacher Ayala Perlstein, a native of Israel who was raised in a home that prioritized Jewish study and hesed. “No matter where they go, I want my students to feel they are connected to their roots.” She views all of her students as the “seeds of a future Jewish family. I make sure they can carry the torch. I want them to understand God, their relationship with God, and feel like they are a link in the chain while they build skills in reading, writing and conversation.”
Born and raised in Tel Aviv, Rivka Schuchman served in the IDF before moving to the United States. She joined Hillel Day School as a Judaic Studies teacher in 1989. Her two sons, Michael and Gabriel, are Hillel graduates, and her five grandchildren are current students. “We are a very close family,” she says. This closeness extends to her students in whom she instills a love of Israel and Hebrew language. “This is my mission,” she says. “To give kids the tools they need to ensure Jewish continuity.”

Pam Smith is a general studies teacher, and mother of three Hillel alumni, Alexandra, Amanda, and Garrett. As a learning specialist, she inspires children to gain competencies in literacy, and encourages students to love reading and writing. Pam feels that it is important that each student feels valued; it gets reflected back “in what they are able to achieve.” And you can always tell who is a Hillel student or graduate, she adds. “They are confident, leaders in the community, and they stand up for what they believe in.”
Mark Schostak (class of 1977) is the third generation along with his brothers to be involved in Schostak Family Enterprises (SFE), a fourth generation, family-run business with almost 100 years of real estate and banking expertise and over 35 years of restaurant operations expertise.

As a partner in Schostak Family Enterprises, Mark is involved in multiple entities including TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants (TSFR), Schostak Family Investments Co., Schostak Brothers & Co., Inc. (SBCI), and Schostak-Fisher Group. As the real estate division of the company, SBCI owns and operates 97 commercial properties in 24 states including a portfolio of shopping centers, office and industrial buildings and land development throughout Michigan and the greater mid-west.

In the 1980s, Mark, along with HDS alumnus and family friend Elliott Baum (class of 1971), diversified the family investments by entering the franchise food business. Starting with opening Burger King restaurants in small towns in northern Michigan, TSFR had many years of success as a Burger King franchisee throughout Michigan.

Today, Mark is Executive Chairman of TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants. TSFR has an expansive portfolio of casual, fast casual, quick service and family dining restaurants including more than 67 Applebee’s, 27 Olga’s Kitchen, 10 MOD Pizza and 5 Del Taco restaurants with plans for growth for each of its brands.

Mark and his wife, Lillian, are parents to four Hillel graduates, Joshua (class of 2006), Danielle (class of 2009), Seth (class of 2011), and Lauren (class of 2016).

“Mark Schostak (class of 1977) is the third generation along with his brothers to be involved in Schostak Family Enterprises (SFE), a fourth generation, family-run business with almost 100 years of real estate and banking expertise and over 35 years of restaurant operations expertise. As a partner in Schostak Family Enterprises, Mark is involved in multiple entities including TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants (TSFR), Schostak Family Investments Co., Schostak Brothers & Co., Inc. (SBCI), and Schostak-Fisher Group. As the real estate division of the company, SBCI owns and operates 97 commercial properties in 24 states including a portfolio of shopping centers, office and industrial buildings and land development throughout Michigan and the greater mid-west. In the 1980s, Mark, along with HDS alumnus and family friend Elliott Baum (class of 1971), diversified the family investments by entering the franchise food business. Starting with opening Burger King restaurants in small towns in northern Michigan, TSFR had many years of success as a Burger King franchisee throughout Michigan. Today, Mark is Executive Chairman of TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants. TSFR has an expansive portfolio of casual, fast casual, quick service and family dining restaurants including more than 67 Applebee’s, 27 Olga’s Kitchen, 10 MOD Pizza and 5 Del Taco restaurants with plans for growth for each of its brands. Mark and his wife, Lillian, are parents to four Hillel graduates, Joshua (class of 2006), Danielle (class of 2009), Seth (class of 2011), and Lauren (class of 2016).”

Rachel Lutz (class of 1994) is a fourth-generation Detroit business owner who now owns and operates four women’s clothing stores in downtown Detroit. A savvy marketer with more than 15,000 social media followers who makes frequent appearances on local television, she has also planned motorcades for the White House, trained fundraisers for urban nonprofits, and encouraged young people to become more active in politics, public service, law and government. Retail jobs helped her pay for her education at Wayne State University, and she also had stints in marketing and selling luxury goods, and working as a personal shopper.

When asked about her time at Hillel, Rachel reflected: “Hillel gave me a solid foundation for every challenge ahead. Leading minyan gave me confidence, Hebrew and Torah studies gave me connection, math and science gave me curiosity, music and art gave me an appreciation of beauty, and social studies gave me my context in the world.”

The Peacock Room, which opened in 2011 in the Park Shelton across from the Detroit Institute of Arts, has been named best women’s retail in Detroit for the past five years by the readers of Hour Detroit and Metro Times magazines. The second flagship location opened in the Fisher Building in November 2017. It was recently featured on the cover of Hour Detroit. YAMA, located in the Fisher Building, opened in November 2017. Frida opened in 2014 in the Park Shelton, and expanded in Summer 2017.

An avid preservationist and city booster, Lutz serves on the board of Pewabic Pottery and is a former board member of Preservation Wayne. She frequently shares her retail wisdom with other startup businesses. She was recognized in 2017 as one of Crain’s Detroit Business “40 Under 40” winners.
The world stands on three things: Torah, the service of God and deeds of kindness.

Pirkei Avot 1:2

How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.

Anne Frank
OFFICERS

David Feber
Ellen Folbe
Eric Bronstein
Gabriel Schuchman
Amy Gottlieb
Kelly Rogers Victor
Todd Fink

President
Vice President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Immediate Past President

TRUSTEES

Kevin Elbinger
Monica Fischman
Stuart Freedland
Jason Klein
Josh Levine
Ilana Liss
Howard Lupovitch

Mark Phillips
Sheri Shapiro
Jason Weiner
Michele Weitzman
(PTO President)
Steve Freedman
(Head of School, Ex-Officio)

HONORARY LIFETIME MEMBER

Emma Schaver
The Morris and Beverly Baker Foundation Scholarship Fund in memory of Morris D. Baker
The Morris D. Baker Library Fund
The Marcia and Morry Bednarsh Family Endowment Fund
The Mandell L. and Madeline H. Berman Foundation
The Anaruth and Henri Bernard Family Scholarship Fund
The Izaak and Sonia Blechman Science Education Fund
The Bradley and Saul Bluestone Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Louis C. Blumberg Perpetual Student Tuition Scholarship Fund
Drs. Marcy and Eric Borofsky Scholarship Endowment Fund in memory of Samuel Storchan and Mollie Borofsky
Dr. Murray and Mrs. Elaine Brickman Fund
The Dina and Herman Brodsky Scholarship Fund
The Anna and Samuel Chapin Memorial Fund
The Sadie and Irwin Cohn, Joyce and Avern Cohn, Rita and John Haddow Playground Endowment

The Sarah and Jack Cranis Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Walter Cykier Memorial Holocaust Education Fund
The Derin Memorial Scholarship Fund in memory of Max and Alma Derin, Jacob and Rose Derin
The Sheri Traison Devries PhD Scholarship Fund
The Philip A. Diskin Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Mala and Henry Dorfman Family Foundation in memory of our grandson Brandon Weiss
The Patty, Otto, and Annie Dube Family Fund
The Belle Eisenberg Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Frances and Kenneth Eisenberg Professional Development Fund
The Dolores and Leonard Farber Scholarship Fund
The Mitchell Feldman Inservice Training Institute
The Sophie and Max Fischel Scholarship Fund
The Arnold and Lorraine Fisher Scholarship Fund
The Max and Marjorie Fisher Scholarship Endowment Fund
The Rona and Herbert Freedland Fund for the Performing Arts
The Ruth and Nathan Freedland Scholarship Endowment Fund
The Martin Goldman Israel Student Trip Fund
Stephen Gottlieb Hillel Day School Music Endowment Fund
Rabbi Irwin and Mrs. Leypsa Groner Scholarship Fund
Scholarship Endowment Fund honoring the life of Stuart M. Guttentag
Mark and Pat Haron Family Endowment Fund for the Arts
The Stanley Iczkovitz "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Sylvia and Sam Isaacs "z" Children’s Author Program Fund
The Indianer Family Parent Education Fund
The Fay C. Kanar "z" Audio/Visual Memorial Fund
The Kaufman Family Athletic and Enrichment Fund
    Herbert W. Kaufman "z"
    Sue and Alan J. Kaufman
The Sue and Alan J. Kaufman Family Library Fund
The Judge George and Mrs. Jennie Kent "z" Family Scholarship Fund
The Sonia Klein "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Jay M. Kogan Applied Sciences Endowment Fund
The Edith and Larry Kowalsky "z" Morning Minyan Fund
The Mayme and Victor Lawson "z" Scholarship Fund
The Mina and Henry Martin "z" Scholarship Fund
The Benard L. Maas Foundation
The Milgrom Family Music Fund
The Mike "z" and Mary Must Cultural Events Endowment Fund
The Nadis Family Fund
The Pearl and Abe Oslik "z" Scholarship Fund
The Evan Tyler Otis "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Rose and Irvin Otis "z" Early Childhood Education Endowment Fund
    in memory of Daughter Sheila Otis-Sklar "z"
The Milton Petrie Scholarship Endowment Fund
The Reed Family Fund for Technology
The Sigmund and Sophie Rohlik "z" Fund
The Jay M. and Dorothy S. Rosenthal "z" Teacher Education Institute Fund
The Jayne Rudy Schostak "z" Memorial Fund
The Cantor Max Shimansky "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Rudolph and Rosalyn Shulman "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Special Education Scholarship Fund
    Ms. Aviva Silverman and Dr. Mark Smiley
The Valeri and Keith Sirlin Special Learning Tools Fund
Ben N. Teitel Charitable Trust Fund (Gerald Cook, Trustee)
The Charlotte Tessler "z" Fund for Alumni Affairs
The Karen Waldman "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Rube Weiss "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Rosalind D. Weisberg "z" Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jason Zaks "z" Memorial Fund
The Zivian and Zwickl Family G’milut Chasadim Fund

Ben Zoma would say: Who is wise? One who learns from every man. (Psalms 119:99)
PAST HONOREES

DREAM MAKER AWARD RECIPIENTS

2017  Nadine and David Farbman
2016  Beverly and Arthur Liss
2015  Audrey and William Farber Family
2014  Miriam and Fred Ferber
2013  Joel Jacob
2012  The Tapper Family
2011  Sue and Alan J. Kaufman
2010  Henrietta and Alvin Weisberg
2009  Mandell L. "Bill" Berman
2008  Marcia and Robert Orley
2007  Lisa and Gary Shiffman
2006  Penny and Harold Blumenstein
2005  Marcia and Eugene Applebaum
2004  Trudy and Arthur Weiss
2003  Marty Goldman
2002  Eleanor and Saul Bluestone
2001  Arlene and David Margolin
2000  Doreen and Ambassador David Hermelin
1999  Beverly and Irving Laker
1998  Jane and Larry Sherman
1997  Jerome Schostak
1996  Lois and Dr. Milton Shiffman
1994  Conservative Rabbis of Metro Detroit
1993  Presidents – Past and Present
1992  Rosalyn and Rudolph Shulman
1991  Mortgage Patrons
1990  Mala and Henry Dorfman
1989  Sadie Cohn
1988  Emma and Morris Schaver
1987  Gustav and Eva Berenholz
1986  Mary and Mike Must

RABBI JACOB E. SEGAL AWARD RECIPIENTS

2017  Janice and Steven Traison
2016  Norma and Michael Dorman
2015  Robert Canvasser
2014  Rochelle and Aaron Lupovitch
2013  Karen and Jim Berger
2012  Jodi and Rob Goodman
2011  Robert Finkel
2010  Ellie Glen
2009  Doris and Frederick Blechman and Sharon and Marty Gene
2008  Susan and Rabbi Harold Loss
2007  Cheryl and Ron Riback
2006  Rochelle Iczkowitz
2005  Terran Leemis
2004  Arlene Tilchin
2003  Anaruth Bernard
2002  Dina and Herman Brodsky
2001  Charlotte Tessler
2000  Doreen and Ambassador David Hermelin
1999  Rona and Herbert Freedland
1998  Saul Waldman
1997  Jerome Schostak
1996  Mary and Mike Must
1995  Emma Schaver

26  27
PAST HONOREES

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

2017  Edward Alterman
      Rabbi Jennifer Kaluzny
      Jonathan Ozeran

2016  Dr. Ron Gaba
      Elanah Nachman Hunger
      Charles Ornstein

2015  Lisa Lis
      Hy Safran
      Dr. Charles Schwartz

2014  Oren Goldenberg
      Joseph Green
      Steven Winkelman
To this year’s graduates,
Your achievements reflect your dedication, mastery of skills and desire, and capacity to go forth and serve. However you choose to assist your community, we hope you will remember the spirit of the mission and the core values of Hillel Day School.

We do hope that you have captured the essence of this school as you have progressed through your academic program.

Best wishes to you in your future endeavors and congratulations on your accomplishments.

The Faculty and Staff

---

You have got to sit down and talk to people. You can’t understand people from a distance. Yitzhak Rabin

---

Alisa Berke Brittany Borsen Michelle Bortnick Michael Brody Shari Bross
Tami Brown Gabriella Burman Elizabeth Canvasser Marni Cherrin Dan Chynoweth Gail Chynoweth Lauren Cohen Nancy Cohen Randi Cooperman
Mario Corsetti Joshua Cutler Barbara Dworin Jackie Eaton Ashley Einhorn
Julie Feldman Brad Freitag Carol Fridson Cathy Fridson Dana Friedman
Clara Gaba Jill Gantz Anna Gartman Ronit Gill Yifat Golan Marcie Goldstein Leah Gawel Erica Greenberg Allison Gutman Hector Hernandez
Marisa Hernandez Floyd Jolliff Steve Jones Lauren Kash Aron Kaufman
Susan Keller Rachel Kellert Pam King Jenna Kozin Sara Kraft Laura Lebovic
Allison Lefkowitz Adina Levin Dana Levy Esther Levy Renee Liberman
Maika Littman Kimberly Love Keith Lubeck Joanne Lukasik Maggie Maccani
Ronit Marom Amy Martin-Piesz Jennifer Mattler Renae Meir Ronen Meir
Phyllis Meyers Lauren Midgeton Nicole Miller Heather Moss Aaron Newman
Mike Olszewski Stefanie Owen Lauren Partovich Sue Pearl Ayala Perlstein
Roberta Pinsky Tina Pinter Amalia Poris Robyn Presser Sarah Radner
Jodie Ran Lori Rashty Zoya Rice Patricia Ruda Edna Sable Alexis Sack
Jodi Schaefer Rivka Schuchman Dan Schwartz Marcia Seigerman
Misty Sharp Helayne Shaw Emily Sherbin Larry Shlom Karen Simon
Pam Smith Amira Soleimani Lauren Sterling Barbara Stern
Dennis Stern Dawn Straith Jodi Tepper Julie Tigay Elissa Tischler Katarina Tkac
Zackery Toliver Andrea Trivax Nicole Troiano David Venning Shelby Wallach
Dianna Weaver Melanie Weber Megan Weiner Niva Wiener-Amiel Molly Winer
Betsy Wolf Michelle Wolfe Rabbi Jeremy Yoskowitz Hadass Zaid

---

CONGRATULATIONS
Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the Universe, who has granted us life, sustained us and enabled us to reach this occasion.

2018 GRADUATING CLASS

Ashleigh Adelson  Max Friedman  Shayla Mostyn
Asher Aisner  Rachael Gafit  Leah Phillips
Adina Alterman  Oz Gamer  Hannah Rashy
Adriana Azariah  Joshua Geller  Brandon Boves
Yossef Chaim Ben Yair  Joseph Goldman  Tali Rubenstein
Ori Berger  Meira Goldman  Isaac Saulson
Rebecca Bernard  Seth Goldstein  Lindsay Schlussel
Daniel Bernstein  Rayna Golnick  Benjamin Schmeltz
Elyssa Biederman  Eli Gordon  Nora Skolnik
Jacob Bronstein  Bella Gottlieb  Shoshana Sprecher
Bianna Cherrin  Jacob Handler  Adam Sate
Rebecca Chynoweth  Micayla Jacob  Elana Stebbins
Jonah Cohen  Aaron Kahn  Daniel Stryk
Emma Cutler  Matthew Kay  Andrew Tukel
Cara Dones  Caleb Kleinfeldt  Samuel Vieder
Skylar Ehinger  Benjamin Lerner  Matthew Weinstein
Henry Ellenbogen  Noah Lovy  Elianna Weissberg
Yonatan Erez  Naomi Lupovitch  Maya Weissberger
Ava Farber  Logan Marx  Samantha Witt
Harrison Feber  Lev Mechnikov  David Zauberman
1967
Elissa Baum Berg
Miriam Berry Seagle
Hassidah Bigman Brickman
Bonnie Borin
Susan Freier
Mark Goldsmith
Ralph Greenberg
Susan Deutch Lefton
Ruthellen Kass Singer
Jonathan Licht
Irving Mandelbaum

1968
Judith Fenakel
Dan Kaplan
Charles Kelman
Maurice Klein
Debra LeVine
Gayle Nobel Bialick
Sandra Singer Soson

1969
Rabbi Daniel Arm
David Arm
Donor Bar-Levav
Rebecca Dann Rothstein
Deborah Einokovic
Beth-Shva Greenberg Eisman
Steven Margolin
Rachelle Schnipper Marcus
Richard Schostak
Philip Wolok

1970
Fred Ackerman
Risa Berris
Vivian Eskin
Mark Grosinger
Donna LeVine
Martin Lieberman
Jeremy Segal
Ronald Spalter
Annette Teitel Greenstein
Mark Vieder
Judith Weiss Leiderhandler

1971
Rana Bar-Levav
Elliott Baum
James Caplan
Barbara Einok Cohen
Jonathan Freier
Ara Glaser
Lisa Greenberg
Miriam Helman
Zack Levy
Steven Mattler
Alan Mendelson
Wendi Pan
Matthew Rose
Robert Schloss
Daniel Schnipper
Robert Shostak
Rebecca Segal
Martin Shenkman
Gail Singer
Elana Strom
Eileen Wainer Gilmore

1972
David Aboulafia
Joyce Biren Sherman
Tom Colton
William Lassan
Terri Lassier Goodwillie
Jonathan Leon
Paula Levy Levinthal
Richard Margolin
Ann Maxwell
Robert Mattler
Mark Merkow
Gary Ran
David Schostak
Richard Spalter
Karen Waldman

1973
Sandy Adesberg
Elissa Aron Shtendy
Scott Faeder
Karen Freedland Berry
Robert Hames
Michael McKinney
Arthur Mushbaum
David Rosen
David Rozwaski
Abby Schochuck Rubinstein
Robert Schwartz
Rina Silberman Kahn
Andrea Schnipper Tannenbaum
Sid Wiener

1974 - GRADE 9
Albert Aboulafia
Janet Adler Karzon
Steven Berkal
Catherine Dicker
Orna Einokovic
Judy Frank Goldman
Noam Gelfond
Leslie Grosinger
Judith Gunsberg Freier
Elana Hames Wolf
Beth Rosen
Rabbi Martin Pasternak

1975
Marc Baker
Michael Fox
Julie Frank
Avery Gottfried
Amy Helman
Elizabeth Jacob
Avery Lampert
Leon Mayer
Barbara Medweb
Tzvi Shostak
Joy Schwartz
Robin Segel
Paula Shipek Birnholz
Mark Spalter
Harvey Weiss
Steven Wiener

1976
Vicki Rubin Waxenberg
Reva Samet

1974 - GRADE 8
Leisa Bar-Levav
Stuart Ckyer
Jill Davidson
Mark Gorge
Myra Green
Lisa Kengler
Benjamin Lerman
Karen Levy
Susan Lefton
Andrea Mames Rosenbum
Nancy Margolin Simons
Lisa Mark Ll
Wendi Moss Bean
Karen Moss Wilner
Robert Mushbaum
Robert Rosen
Beth Zeman

1977
Suzanne Altman Gildenberg
Adam Baker
David Berkal
Molly Bindes
Ellen Cash
Bartok Chaitlip
Andrew Dunskey
Allan Fox
Nancy Frank
Karen Freedland Berger
Clyde Glen
Floyd Glen
Yosi Hoffman
Leah Issacson Trosch
Susan Klang
David Medow
Esther Schwartz Katzenstein
Jala Soleymani Ansellavan
Michael Thirman
Cantor Marcia Titchon
Keith Tobin
Annette Weiss Lifman

1978
Eyal Tzeel
Sanford Vander
Frederic Weiss

1979
David Allin
Joshua Baker
Shari Beeler Stein
Marcella Bednarsh
Arnette Beike Rubinstein
Daniel Cohen
Bruce Frank
Sheryl Freedlander
Dr. Ett Gill
Eric Goldstein
Jonathan Levy
Tami Littton
Howard Lupovitch
Jennifer Newman Kossin
Maria Schram Wolfe
Lisa Soleymani Lehman

1980
Mitchell Bednarsh
Rabbi Greta Bernard Brown
Tami Beier Brown
Karen Cash
Robert Glenn
Bradley Goodman
Lisa Gottfried Wolf
PAST GRADUATES

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985
Adena Abramson Nina Beurer Bekker Donni Eisenberg Amy Hellman Bethany Hellman Joshua Korinoff Jolene Kowalsky Feiner Jill Munster Menasck Steven Mendelson Shira Schaver Ari Schiff Guy Schwartz Roya Soleymani Aaron Tami Ruth Tessler Michael Walsh Mia Weinberg Steven Winkelman Donna Zachar Katz

1986
Edward Alterman Julie Bleyer Lonny Goldsmith Rabbi Michele Eichner Saulson John Bleyer Lonny Goldsmith Rabbi Sheryl Katzman Rabbi David Schechter Jeremy Zeff

1987
Miryam Bernard Serrin Arie Charlip Joshua Cutler Gabrielle Fleischer Lowell Friedman Zarin Frumkin William Goldman Tali Gross Sara Guyer Straus Michael Harris Brian Leff Mark Leuchter Rabbi Lorre Geller Jason Yoder Joseph Zeff

1988 - GRADE 9
Rabbi Anchoam Abramson Naomi Berin Hoffman Benny Berman Elbaum Gabriella Barman Elisabeth Cook Kahn Michael Portman Flasory Ronnen Golobek Rabbi Sheryl Katzman Rabbi David Schechter Rachel Rosen

1988 - GRADE 8

1989

1990
Elayne Adelson Meredith Allan Chupack Michael Biderman Mark Blitz

PAST GRADUATES

Risa Tisdale VanDerAue Kirshner Shannah Wayman Elana Westrau Brian Vieder Jeremy Yagoda Jason Zakay

1989

1990
Elayne Adelson Meredith Allan Chupack Michael Biderman Mark Blitz
Past Graduates

1991
Risa Alperin
Owen Allen
Randal Berg
Elizabeth Berger
Marah Berris
Talya Drissman Woolf
Lauren Feldman
Gil Feldman
Jordan Field
Aaron Freidich
Jill Gerstenson
Ami Golden
Deborah Goldman
Theodore Goodman
Jeremy Gordon
Michael Gutov
Sahira Jaffa Kaufman
Haunit Katz
Lori Kaufman
Seth Kessler
Joel Kirsner
Jonathan Knoll
Alon Kohen
Shoshana Kraus
Martin Maitlin
Michael Raback
Adam Rosender
Joshua Rubin
Jeremy Spoon
Charles Taragin
Rabbi Jennifer Tiidale Kaluzny
Jennifer Weiss

1992
Tomer Abramov
Carrie Apel Hearson
Francesca Berg Bagdade
Alyssa Azine Bennis
Benjamin Aaron Ellis
Jay Feldman
Aaron Alan Feldman
Mindy Glazier Civin
Jonathan Goldberg
Yaneev Golombek
Kevin Grant
Molly Rachel Harris
Josh A. Herman
Aaron Jeffrey Herskovitz
David Bryan Herskovitz
Adyati Kalo
Jeremy Paul Kass
Joseph Kayn
Michael Neil Lavetver
Jordan Scott Lef
Lily Leibovitch Judd
Dina Leuchter
Jaimie Levine
Miriam Elizabeth Lewis
Shayna Loss Levine
Joshua Allen Lutz
Ari Benjamin Newman
Jaime Ray Newman
Lauren Michelle Noonan
David Gabriel Salama
Shana Alito Salinger
Adam Harry Schwartz
Kevin Schoutz
Scott Eric Schwartz
Samara Shimin Cohen
David Singe
Mehmahn Elisabeth Stamper
Michelle Haley Stern
Tara Nicole Strickstein
Maria Tapper Young
Mark Tarica
Jill Wechsbaum
Mitchell Pinchas Zelf

1993
Jessica Alter
Daniel Bereholz
Lisa Berkwitz
Jodi Berris
Jason Botchin
Carey Chiorcel Linden
Randi Dolevcek
Jeremy Fogel
Sarah Goldfein
Marcia Gordon
Mark Gross
Stacy Harari
Yonatan Heisler
Emily Hohenberg
Shai Katz Graham
Heather Kaye
Michael Kingberg
Jennifer Leemis
Ron Leibovitch
Rebecca Liss
Andrew Muskovitz
Eduard Redovschi
Jason Riback
Rachel Rosenthal
Philip Rubin
Julie Rukin Ohana
David Sapiga
Michael Sosnak
Michael Schuchman
Joshua Schulman
Adam Shiken
Scott Shumaker
Mehmahn Elisabeth Stamper
Michelle Haley Stern
Tara Nicole Strickstein
Maria Tapper Young
Mark Tarica
Jill Wechsbaum
Mitchell Pinchas Zelf

1994
Daniel Samuel Barak
Oren Jacob Bassin
Mela Bender
Orr Beizer Friedman
Sara Ruth Biereman
David Adam Borszcyk
Elizabeth Cohen Doppelt
Shoshana Cohen Silberman
Jennifer Cohen Schwartz
Amirav Dayan
Kimberly Dorfman Schoen
Erin Brett Ellis
Cheri Lee Fairer
Eric Feldman
Mira Rachel Ginsburg
Ilana Gaba Maine
Jessica Leigh Garmer
Joshua Daniel Goldberg
Aaron Chaim Goodman
Rabbi Arianna Lea Gordon
Robert Lewis Graham
Adam Daniel Grant
Gabriel Gedovoch
Miriam Nicole Jaffa
Julia Karaskis
Alissia Simone Kass
Michael Zachary Katzin
Adam Keilert
Bree Courtney Kessler
Lisa Kitan
Ilana Kohen Liss
David S. Kovsky
Beth Renee Kramer
Jennifer Nicole Levine
Zachary Jonathan Liss
David Cary Livshitz
Deva Yael Shachor
Rachel Weiss Berger
Yakini Whitehead

1995
Leslie Zack Katz
Joshua Marc Wohl
Lara Rose Sussman
Charles David Stuart
Aryeh Joseph Singer
Arely Lerman-Sinkoff
Charles David Stuart
Lara Rose Sussman
Joshua Marc Wohl
Lea Mitzack Katz
Alana Michelle Zaks

1996
Josh Berg
Sara Gabrielle Berger
Marc Glen Berman
Lisa Blechman
Jonathan Robert Bochum
Yanev Brandvain
Ari Sean Breidguyd
Stuart Samuel Brody
Michael Aaron Ryan Canner
Ena Mei Dev Drossman
Benjamin Loren Eiseman
Rachel Eltorn
Scoti Feldman
Andrew Field
Garrett Field
David Fischel
Olga Flemm Swanson
Mark Frankel
Joshua Gad Hart
Jane Garzman
Faye Gene Hoffman
Etai Kent Goldenberg

PAST GRADUATES

Past Graduates

1991
Risa Alperin
Owen Allen
Randal Berg
Elizabeth Berger
Marah Berris
Talya Drissman Woolf
Lauren Feldman
Gil Feldman
Jordan Field
Aaron Freidich
Jill Gerstenson
Ami Golden
Deborah Goldman
Theodore Goodman
Jeremy Gordon
Michael Gutov
Sahira Jaffa Kaufman
Haunit Katz
Lori Kaufman
Seth Kessler
Joel Kirsner
Jonathan Knoll
Alon Kohen
Shoshana Kraus
Martin Maitlin
Michael Raback
Adam Rosender
Joshua Rubin
Jeremy Spoon
Charles Taragin
Rabbi Jennifer Tiidale Kaluzny
Jennifer Weiss

1992
Tomer Abramov
Carrie Apel Hearson
Francesca Berg Bagdade
Alyssa Azine Bennis
Benjamin Aaron Ellis
Jay Feldman
Aaron Alan Feldman
Mindy Glazier Civin
Jonathan Goldberg
Yaneev Golombek
Kevin Grant
Molly Rachel Harris
Josh A. Herman
Aaron Jeffrey Herskovitz
David Bryan Herskovitz
Adyati Kalo
Jeremy Paul Kass
Joseph Kayn
Michael Neil Lavetver
Jordan Scott Lef
Lily Leibovitch Judd
Dina Leuchter
Jaimie Levine
Miriam Elizabeth Lewis
Shayna Loss Levine
Joshua Allen Lutz
Ari Benjamin Newman
Jaime Ray Newman
Lauren Michelle Noonan
David Gabriel Salama
Shana Alito Salinger
Adam Harry Schwartz
Kevin Schoutz
Scott Eric Schwartz
Samara Shimin Cohen
David Singe
Mehmahn Elisabeth Stamper
Michelle Haley Stern
Tara Nicole Strickstein
Maria Tapper Young
Mark Tarica
Jill Wechsbaum
Mitchell Pinchas Zelf

1993
Jessica Alter
Daniel Bereholz
Lisa Berkwitz
Jodi Berris
Jason Botchin
Carey Chiorcel Linden
Randi Dolevcek
Jeremy Fogel
Sarah Goldfein
Marcia Gordon
Mark Gross
Stacy Harari
Yonatan Heisler
Emily Hohenberg
Shai Katz Graham
Heather Kaye
Michael Kingberg
Jennifer Leemis
Ron Leibovitch
Rebecca Liss
Andrew Muskovitz
Eduard Redovschi
Jason Riback
Rachel Rosenthal
Philip Rubin
Julie Rukin Ohana
David Sapiga
Michael Sosnak
Michael Schuchman
Joshua Schulman
Adam Shiken
Scott Shumaker
Mehmahn Elisabeth Stamper
Michelle Haley Stern
Tara Nicole Strickstein
Maria Tapper Young
Mark Tarica
Jill Wechsbaum
Mitchell Pinchas Zelf

1994
Daniel Samuel Barak
Oren Jacob Bassin
Mela Bender
Orr Beizer Friedman
Sara Ruth Biereman
David Adam Borszcyk
Elizabeth Cohen Doppelt
Shoshana Cohen Silberman
Jennifer Cohen Schwartz
Amirav Dayan
Kimberly Dorfman Schoen
Erie Brett Ellis
Cheri Lee Fairer
Eric Feldman
Mira Rachel Ginsburg
Ilana Gaba Maine
Jessica Leigh Garmer
Joshua Daniel Goldberg
Aaron Chaim Goodman
Rabbi Arianna Lea Gordon
Robert Lewis Graham
Adam Daniel Grant
Gabriel Gedovoch
Miriam Nicole Jaffa
Julia Karaskis
Alissia Simone Kass
Michael Zachary Katzin
Adam Keilert
Bree Courtney Kessler
Lisa Kitan
Ilana Kohen Liss
David S. Kovsky
Beth Renee Kramer
Jennifer Nicole Levine
Zachary Jonathan Liss
David Cary Livshitz
Deva Yael Shachor
Rachel Weiss Berger
Yakini Whitehead

1995
Leslie Zack Katz
Joshua Marc Wohl
Lara Rose Sussman
Charles David Stuart
Aryeh Joseph Singer
Arely Lerman-Sinkoff
Charles David Stuart
Lara Rose Sussman
Joshua Marc Wohl
Lea Mitzack Katz
Alana Michelle Zaks

1996
Josh Berg
Sara Gabrielle Berger
Marc Glen Berman
Lisa Blechman
Jonathan Robert Bochum
Yanev Brandvain
Ari Sean Breidguyd
Stuart Samuel Brody
Michael Aaron Ryan Canner
Ena Mei Dev Drossman
Benjamin Loren Eiseman
Rachel Eltorn
Scoti Feldman
Andrew Field
Garrett Field
David Fischel
Olga Flemm Swanson
Mark Frankel
Joshua Gad Hart
Jane Garzman
Faye Gene Hoffman
Etai Kent Goldenberg

PAST GRADUATES
Tracie Goldman Fierman
Tamar Pinia Gontov
Alexandra Graham
Alon Gronwald
Tamar Heisler
Dan Honig
Judith Pinchuk Horwitz
Amy Kaplan
Nathan Kogan
Daniel Levi
Aaron Lewis
Lauren Lovinger Barrett
Alexis Pone
Rebecca Prinzkin
Shelly Blye Reinstein
Sillan Rosenberg Stein
Benjamin David Rosenberg
Adena Rosenbergblatt
Benjamin Brian Roth
Elana Roth Parker
Michael J. Rottenstein
Evan Michael Salama
Talia Salei
Mira Salinger
Evan Michael Salama
David Zaks
Leah Weiss Cohen
Ryan Gary Vieder
Rachel Tronstein
Mark Tapper
Geoffrey Storchan
Sharone Senk Bigelman
Gabriel Schuchman
Steven Schostak
Michael Schostak
Mira Salinger
Talia Salei
Evan Michael Salama

1996
Layla Barak
Aaron Beals
Lisa Ben Ezra Keller
Liza Benbenishte
Alayna Bialick
Dena Bodein
Brad Chicosel
Jacob Cohen
David Einhorn
Sarina Foger Gerson
Yehonatan Goldenstein
Rebecca Goodman Krantz
Lisa Gordon
Mychal Harris Glass
Alana Herman
Sara Iden
Samuel Lasser
Art Liebowitch
Amir Levin
Brooke Lipman Weingarden
Yair Littman
Stephanie Markle
Jacqueline Morse Kaufman
Reth Newman
Michael Newman Shlomo
Anthony Pister
Jordan Rosen
Eric Rosensblum
Jennifer Rosenthal Glass
Jared Rothberger
Ari Scharg
Sam Schey
Marina Shuback Kaplan
Mindy Silberman
Erich Sussman
Max Sussman
Alyssa Taixson
Shira Taixson Jacobson
Zhanina Teemekman
Ruth Vakrovsky
Daniel Weckstein
Layne Weiss
Joshua Zwicky

1997
Jared Acker
Dayna Apel Sutsky
Natalie Szam
Rachel Beider
Pam Bograd Mchtyre
Scott Bograd
Michael Bondsky
Jason Cohn
Jonathan Dorman
Richard Dorman
Michal Duer Tereliko
Noah Feldman
Daniel Fogel
Rivka Garves
Benjamin Gene
Oren Goldenberg
Assia Goldstein
Jacyl Golds
Ary Golombek
Eitan Goldruck
Lindsay Gordon Mull
Zachary Gordon
Yael Granader
Rachel Grossman Geller
Tal Gutkovitch
Poren Hallak
Lauren Herskovic
Ilye Kaplan
Edward Kellert
Alana Kiss
Teri Landau-Falson
Rachel Lernis
Yocelyn Lerner
Elishava Levine
Scott Loeb
Harrison Magy
Stephen Maiseloff
Jacob Miller
Laura Novick
Jonathan Ozeran
Jeffrey Perlstein
Jeremy Phillips

Susan Rosen
Kevin Rosenberg
Benjamin Rosenblatt
Brian Rosman
An Rubin
Leah Sallen
Jeffrey Schoenak
Olivia Sngale Brennan
Samantha Setton Shune
Julie Shindler Cohen
Michael Silverman
Rebecca Singer
Melissa Solzary Flanigan
Jeffrey Vider
Daniel Wahl
Lauren Wahl
Samantha Woll

1998
Daniel Antonovitch
Jodi Beals
Zachary Berg
Anthony Borsdale
Ilan Brandman
Elena Brusghold
Benjamin Brown
Joel Danto
Elliot Darvick
Stephanie Dorman Beneson
Hannah Dreowski
Alla Epshteyn
David Feldman
Dayna Fiders Wald
Joshua Foster
Robert Frankel
Jodie Friedman
Ariel Gluckman
David Goldmark
Louse Greenstein
Anna Grinshman
Ian Gross
Jessica Harold
Daphna Heisler
Sara Henig
Beth Horwitz
Daniel Horwitz
Jennie C. Iden
Randi Jaffa
Tamar Kastan
Moira Kesler
Joshua Kimmel
Michael Levich
Marisa Kovalesky
Benjamin Lebovic
Michael Leve
Miriam Levine
Noah Lipshitz
Rachel Lubetsky Crane
Sara Lugel Fein
Aaron Lust
Daniel Margolis
Mindy Marks
Samson Maxdauker
Benjamin Michalsen
Jude Minshak
Hilary Moss
Leah Newman Stutz
Jordan Oseley
Justin Ritchie
Jessica Roberts
Michael Rosen
Dena Roth
Zachary Roth
Ilya Rusinov
Hy Saltman
Jennifer Schanze
Miriam Schlos
Lindsay Schostak Gal
Bradley Schwartz
Maximillian Shear
Jessica Sherman
Matthew Shiffman

Jewish Business incubators
Daniel Solomon
Adam Steinhberg
Daniel Storchman
Danielle Superstine-Cordon
Michael Tapper
Jason Weiner
Trey Zimberg

1999
Evan Acker
Jordan Alter
Jessa Anders
Deborah Anaständig
Max Aaron
Vadim Aronov
Andrew Banonni
Jessica Baillot
Stefanie Blechman Shoag
Samuel Borsdofy
Brian Brodsky
Pele Brown
Ashley Byer Trager
Rachel Chatzipskis
Kate Cohen
Emily Einhorn
Eli Eisman
Zachary Foster
Tommy Finder
Jaizn Garden
Joseph Garmer
Amol Gergen
Ilan Goldberg Block
Susan Goldis Goren
Jennifer Gorlin
Daniel Gordon
Davidd Grant
Alyse Grossman Schwartz
Erim Harris Chupack
Alexis Herman
Rebecca Kam
Jerey Levine 
Alan Liner 
Joshua Loeb 
Elizabeth Loveing 
Jonathan Margolis 
Adam Meltsner 
Vanessa Merced 
Aaron Moskovitz-Sklar 
Emily Nadis Silver 
Rebecca Nadis 
Matthew Newman 
Alexander Orley 
Bradley Orley 
Allison Pilcowitz 
Peter Pinkhasov 
Simon Portnoy 
Lauren Robbins 
Rayna Rosenberg 
Sander Rubin 
David Sallen 
Enka Salten 
Gavriel Savit 
Jacob Schostak 
Peter Silver 
Dustin Sherman 
Eytan Shtull-Leber 
Andrea Shuback Hein 
Alyssa Sirlin 
Zachary Slabotsky 
Arielle Soclof Avraham 
Andrew Stern 
Maria Svidler 
Ilyssa Tackel 
Esther Taxon 
Aaron Weiss 
Ian Weiser 
Danya Weltman 
Erik Wolf 
Orian York

David Zwickl
2003
Isaac Adler
Ilana Anderson
Jared Anstandig
Joshua Apel
Aron Baum
Jonathan Ben-Ze'ev
Leore Berni
Marni Blaskett
Brandon Bosowy
Ilan Buckman
Ben Chesterman
Madison Chomsky
Josh Cohen
Josh Cykiert
Ryan Cykiert
David Devries
Elizabeth Drucker
Jennifer Eisenberg
Joseph Eisenman
Raphael Ellis
Alana Epstein Suchov
Marni Falik
Alana Farber
Hannah Farikas Biran
David Fried
Tamar Friedman
Steven Garfield-Turner
Bradley Garon
Ashley Garveel
Jonathan Glogower
Ilan Goldman
Daniel Grinberg
Samantha Huber
Ellis Hamburger
Guy Hamburger
Robyn Hoffman
Geoffrey Horowitz
Richard Karnen
David Kaufman
Daniel Kowalsky
Tamar Krashek
Avery Linsky-Moses
Kimberly Lemkin
Lauren Linden
Rebecca Linder
Liat Lis
Daniel Magy
Judy Margolin
Sarah May
Aliza Meidelson
Bradley Millman
Yoavnan Nadin
Sanford Nelson
Jeremy Orley
Alexander Orman
Alex Paris
Alex Paul
Mara Perl
Emily Phillips
David Popoda
Aaron Popp
Josh Rosenberg
Daniel Rosenbaum
Leo Schnayer
Alyssa Segal
Andrew Shepley
Adam Shifman
Jonathan Shuman
Igor Shleypak
Samantha Siegel
Deborah Simon
Helene Simons
Les Solomon
Ilana Stilman
Ashley Shneman
Rebecca Trioza
Jonathan Warsh
Jennifer Westberg
Jessica Westberg
Casey Weiss Grinberg
Mindy Welford
Tal Wiener Melamed
Matthew Yaari
Michael Yashinsky
Danna Zeitlin
Rana Zdrojewski
Josh Zimberg
Aaron Zinderman

2004
Mitchell Adler
Sarah Batuch
Michael Baum
Marnie Beals
Sara Brand
Nicole Braverman Troiano
Michael Brodsky
Albert Rudinofsky
Jordan Charlapski
Daniel Cohen-Arcamone
Abram Davolov
Jacob Dunn
Max Eisenberg
Amanda Felder
Alexander Ferber
Jacob Friedman
Melissa Goldenberg
Bradley Gladstone
Amy Goldberg
Amanda Goldstone
Jamie Gorosh
Aaron Gois
Carly Greenspan
Jason Greenspan
Debra Gross
Sam Hamburger
Eliana Haron
Seth Haron
Ash Hod
Brian Indianer
Ryan Israel
Matthew Kalt
Brandon Kappy
Aydan Kleinman
Erinn Kohn
David Kowalsky
Michael Kuper
Jillian Kusher
Joshua Laker
Barak Leibovitz
Melissa Levy
Bradley Margolis
Michael Margolis
Avery Menterman
Bela Mittelman
Rachel Mitchnick Wazel
Nargiz Mesimova
Rebecca Portnoy
Aaron Robin
Carly Rosen
Jason Rosenbaum
Geoffrey Rotman
Dana Ruben
Jacob Saltan
Dana Schokrath Bonda
Julie Schuhiner Weilinsky
Alexander Sherman
Mayer Stein
Aliza Storchman
Hillery Strager
Elizabeth Strauss
Zachary Trosch
Jessica Tyson
Brandon Vieder
Brittany Weber
Madeline Weinberg Ostrander
Devin Weiss

2005
Ashley Attar
David Baum
Jason Baumbach
Rachel Belinsky Moss
Rina Ben-Asher
Natalie Boshan
Erez Brandvan
Danielle Brodsky
Samuel Brown
Yonathan Buckman
Nathan Chesterman
Justin Cykerti
Nathan Cykerti
Ilana Dell
Rachel Diessner
Emily Drucker
Michael Drucker
Annie Dube
Daniel Edelson
Max Farkas
Brittany Feldman
Emily Fingerman
Zachary Firestone
Jamie Fishman
Yoni Freedman
Artur Fruman
Sarah Galler
Lexie Garfield-Turner
Lori Goldman
Rachel Goodman
Carly Grossman
Ben Gootkwetch
Matthew Greenberg
Victoria Greenston
Daniel Gutris
Jared Gutman
Robbie Gunshion
Jared Hofferblum
Stephanie Horowitz
Stephanie Indianer

Past Graduates

Jennifer Levine
Alan Liner
Joshua Loeb
Elizabeth Loveing
Jonathan Margolis
Adam Meltsner
Vanessa Merced
Aaron Moskovitz-Sklar
Emily Nadis Silver
Rebecca Nadis
Matthew Newman
Alexander Orley
Bradley Orley
Allison Pilcowitz
Peter Pinkhasov
Simon Portnoy
Lauren Robbins
Rayna Rosenberg
Sander Rubin
David Sallen
Enka Salten
Gavriel Savit
Jacob Schostak
Peter Silver
Dustin Sherman
Eytan Shtull-Leber
Andrea Shuback Hein
Alyssa Sirlin
Zachary Slabotsky
Arielle Soclof Avraham
Andrew Stern
Maria Svidler
Ilyssa Tackel
Esther Taxon
Aaron Weiss
Ian Weiser
Danya Weltman
Erik Wolf
Orian York

David Zwickl
2003
Isaac Adler
Ilana Anderson
Jared Anstandig
Joshua Apel
Aron Baum
Jonathan Ben-Ze'ev
Leore Berni
Marni Blaskett
Brandon Bosowy
Ilan Buckman
Ben Chesterman
Madison Chomsky
Josh Cohen
Josh Cykiert
Ryan Cykiert
Ashley Dayo
David Devries
Elizabeth Drucker
Jennifer Eisenberg
Joseph Eisenman
Raphael Ellis
Alana Epstein Suchov
Marni Falik
Alana Farber
Hannah Farikas Biran
David Fried
Tamar Friedman
Steven Garfield-Turner
Bradley Garon
Ashley Garveel
Jonathan Glogower
Ilan Goldman
Daniel Grinberg
Samantha Huber
Ellis Hamburger
Guy Hamburger
Robyn Hoffman
Geoffrey Horowitz
Richard Karnen
David Kaufman
Daniel Kowalsky
Tamar Krashek
Avery Linsky-Moses
Kimberly Lemkin
Lauren Linden
Rebecca Linder
Liat Lis
Daniel Magy
Judy Margolin
Sarah May
Aliza Meidelson
Bradley Millman
Yoavnan Nadin
Sanford Nelson
Jeremy Orley
Alexander Orman
Alex Paris
Alex Paul
Mara Perl
Emily Phillips
David Popoda
Aaron Popp
Josh Rosenberg
Daniel Rosenbaum
Leo Schnayer
Alyssa Segal
Andrew Shepley
Adam Shifman
Jonathan Shuman
Igor Shleypak
Samantha Siegel
Deborah Simon
Helene Simons
Les Solomon
Ilana Stilman
Ashley Shneman
Rebecca Trioza
Jonathan Warsh
Jennifer Westberg
Jessica Westberg
Casey Weiss Grinberg
Mindy Welford
Tal Wiener Melamed
Matthew Yaari
Michael Yashinsky
Danna Zeitlin
Rana Zdrojewski
Josh Zimberg
Aaron Zinderman

2004
Mitchell Adler
Sarah Batuch
Michael Baum
Marnie Beals
Sara Brand
Nicole Braverman Troiano
Michael Brodsky
Albert Rudinofsky
Jordan Charlapski
Daniel Cohen-Arcamone
Abram Davolov
Jacob Dunn
Max Eisenberg
Amanda Felder
Alexander Ferber
Jacob Friedman
Melissa Goldenberg
Bradley Gladstone
Amy Goldberg
Amanda Goldstone
Jamie Gorosh
Aaron Gois
Carly Greenspan
Jason Greenspan
Debra Gross
Sam Hamburger
Eliana Haron
Seth Haron
Ash Hod
Brian Indianer
Ryan Israel
Matthew Kalt
Brandon Kappy
Aydan Kleinman
Erinn Kohn
David Kowalsky
Michael Kuper
Jillian Kusher
Joshua Laker
Barak Leibovitz
Melissa Levy
Bradley Margolis
Michael Margolis
Avery Menterman
Bela Mittelman
Rachel Mitchnick Wazel
Nargiz Mesimova
Rebecca Portnoy
Aaron Robin
Carly Rosen
Jason Rosenbaum
Geoffrey Rotman
Dana Ruben
Jacob Saltan
Dana Schokrath Bonda
Julie Schuhiner Weilinsky
Alexander Sherman
Mayer Stein
Aliza Storchman
Hillery Strager
Elizabeth Strauss
Zachary Trosch
Jessica Tyson
Brandon Vieder
Brittany Weber
Madeline Weinberg Ostrander
Devin Weiss

2005
Ashley Attar
David Baum
Jason Baumbach
Rachel Belinsky Moss
Rina Ben-Asher
Natalie Boshan
Erez Brandvan
Danielle Brodsky
Samuel Brown
Yonathan Buckman
Nathan Chesterman
Justin Cykerti
Nathan Cykerti
Ilana Dell
Rachel Diessner
Emily Drucker
Michael Drucker
Annie Dube
Daniel Edelson
Max Farkas
Brittany Feldman
Emily Fingerman
Zachary Firestone
Jamie Fishman
Yoni Freedman
Artur Fruman
Sarah Galler
Lexie Garfield-Turner
Lori Goldman
Rachel Goodman
Carly Grossman
Ben Gootkwetch
Matthew Greenberg
Victoria Greenston
Daniel Gutris
Jared Gutman
Robbie Gunshion
Jared Hofferblum
Stephanie Horowitz
Stephanie Indianer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Mara Israel, Benjamin Jirk, Ben Kastan, Jonathan Kaufman, Ian Kuhler,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ari Kuzzmann, Sarah Lerman-Sinkoff, Shelby Levin, Mikole Levan,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Lichterman, Rebecca Liefman, Alexandra Mark, Kendall Madsbauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zusitz, Rebekka Medina, Joshua Moskovitz-Sklar, Azi Nelson Cohen,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eli Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Nitzkin, Gabriel Pachter, Jackie Pilcowitz, Eliana Stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Schlafer, Adam Schreier, Jallie Schlafer, Celia Schetz,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Schlesinger, Zachary Sleman, Zachary Wolf, Derek Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Run Israel, Jessica Kahn, Joshua Kaufman, Jordan Kay, Max Keyes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Kuster, Alexander Levine, Marissa Levine, Julie Lowenthal,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Malkin, Allison Margolis, Meagan Margolis, Deborah May,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Medina, Rebecca Millman, Benjamin Nadis, Daniel Nemer,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachary Nusbaum, Nathan Pilcowitz, Jordana Plotnick, Jessica Poll,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Danielle Rapp, Daniel Reil, Brandon Rottman, Scott Schilder,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitchell Schecter, Rory Simon, Adelle Simons, Helene Shtein, Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simmons, Robert Simons, Noah Soble, Noah Stein, Jason Tisdale, Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trimas, Alex Vieder, David Weinfeld, Benjamin White-Levin, Shira Wolf,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Derel Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Alexander Adler, Dalia Artzeli, Isaac Antonsson, Seth Baun,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leah Becker, Shira Bergman, Matthew Birndorf, Jacob Brown, Rebecca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budytskiy, Andrew Cahn, Alexander Chonron, Molly Darro, Marissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goldston, Emily Goodman, Michael Hersch, Jonathan Hoffman, Stacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indianer, Annie Jacobson, Marni Jacobson, Abigail Jakelovtova,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elayna Jordan, Benjamin Katz, Jeremy Strauss, Ariana Terebelo,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shira Wolf, Derel Wolfe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Madeleine Adelman, Sawyer Altman, Jillian Apel, Michael Appel,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Berger, Rachael Bradley, Benjamin Cher, Michael Cohen,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adam Cutler, Alexandra D’Ascenzo, Gabriel Dell, Jovyn Dreiner,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noah Duchan, Oren Daar, Avital Elyazam, Vanessa Parkas, Jake Rosenberg,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noah Wolman, Jonathan Pachter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Pesakova, David Pikin, Edward Radler, Allie Raviv, Estelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reed, Max Rosen, Rose Rubin, Seth Schlesinger, Jenna Schwack, Avital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shlaim, Michael Simmons, Robert Simons, Noah Soble, Noah Stein, Jason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tisdale, Laura Trimas, Alex Vieder, David Weinfeld, Benjamin White-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levin, Shira Wolf, Derel Wolfe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAST GRADUATES
PAST GRADUATES

Samuel Friedman
Seth Garelik
Breana Goldenberg
Abbie Gins
Rachel Gorosh
Joshua Graff
Colton Graub
Batatsha Herzog
Andrew Jacob
Zachary Jirik
Joseph Kahn
David Karp
Laurenne Kaufman
Samuel Kay
Michael Kim
Elijah Kollin
Tessa LeWitt
Lilly Morrison
Andrew Moss
Jaclyn Nagel
Evan Paul
Noo J. Relle
Sydney Rosen
Adar Rubin
Devra Ruda
Sydney Sallan
Theodore Sallen
Dana Salsberg
Danielle Schostak
Alex Schwartz
Jacob Seid
Angelo Silouk
Carly Simko
Alexandra Smith
Jacky Smith
Carly Sternberg
Lauren Tisdel
Rebecca Traison
Jacob Tukel
Matthew Tukel
Gillian Tyner

Noam Vainsbuch
Danielle Weinberger
Ethan Weinfeld
Albert Yerman

2010
Jesse Adler
Jesse Arm
Arin Baxter
Harry Borman
Margaret Brockmeyer-Bernard
Joshua Brooker
Am Chesterman
Miriam Chesterman
Sofia Chudnow
Mara Cranza
Alexa Darmon
Noah Eisenberg
Ross Gait
Jacob Gluski
Julie Goldberg
Madeleine Gorle
Emily Gorman

2011
Isabella Adelman
David Adler
Eva Antebi-Lerman
Rachel Appel
Natali Barish
Stuart Baum
Jessica Rimbaut
Avery Blender
Benjamin Blumenstein
Hannah Bradley
Sara Cahn
Jacoby Berman
Brian Calvert
Benjamin Canvasser
Lea Chandler
Daniel Chandross
Evan Cohen
Noah Cutler
Sean Dickstein
Hershel Dorman

Pearl Dorman
Alexa Dreier
Adam Folbe
Elana Ginis
Sarah Goldstein
Samantha Grossinger
David Guenther
Rachel Hersch
Noah Hirsh
Joshua Israel
Autumn Jacob
Madeline Jacobson
Natalie Jaekelowitz
Rachel Kalmych
Danielle Katz
Rachel Lanis
Jodi Levin
Scott Lippett
Avi Liss
Gabby Lowenthal
Jamie Menuck
Marina Neimova
Jonah Newman
Aaron Orel
Kyle Otis
Elmar Peryakhov
Hank Porter
Eli Ravid
Zachary Resnick
Hannah Bradley
Dean Sallan
Jacob Sallin
Aaron Schacter
Spencer Schafer
Seth Schostak
Madelyn Sekol
Jacob Shamayev
Shayna Shockey
Samantha Sherman

Abigail Siegel
Shoshana Silow
Anne Slabotsky
Amanda Smith
Robert Sondheim
Rebecca Stoppol
Jillian Terebelo
Connor Tukel
Eli Tukel
Robert Weinbaum
Lauren Weinberger
Ethan Wolfe
Brianna Zlatopolsky

2012
Evan Haldeman
Brendan Barter
Jeremy Berryman
Jaclyn Berger
Rivka Bergman
Ben Brockmeyer-Bernard
Sarah Brosner
Ina Brown
Sydney Brown
Joshua Cohen-Arcamone
Adam Cooper
Samantha Darmon
Noam Dovas
Caleb Duchan
Rae Elyazmay
Joshua Effron
Eli Falk
Owen Farber
Randi Feldman
Rachel Finkel
Sarah Fradkin
Jennifer Friedman
Rachel Gluski
Jillian Gordin
Talia Gomberg
Michael Gould

2013
Isabella Adelson
Emily Adelson
Allison Bloomberg
Rebecca Chandra
Jonathan Vacht-Cher
Gabriella Chemyan

Samuel Grand
Jonathan Grey
Jonathan Halpern
Aaron Hirsch
Daniel Homer
Adin Horwitz
Solomon Kahn
Joyce Kaller
Lexie Kay
Zachary Kischner
Samuel Koel
Sue Koolender
Alara Krakoff
Michael Krivicka
Yale Lash
Emily Lowen
Elena Lichtenberg
Morgan Martler
Brandon Meirin
Ilan Nakshe
Carlin Newman
Manissa Ruben
Miriam Saperstein
Caitlin Newman
Andrew Serlin
Ian Smith
Alexis Spector
Emily Shillman
Olivia Shillman
Craig Tarpolf
Pandi Tarron
Caitlin Thompson
Yonatan Weiss

2014
Arielle Adelson
Emily Arnon
Allison Bloomberg
Rebecca Chandra
Jonathan Vacht-Cher
Gabriella Chemyan
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Past Graduates

Jordyn Cranis
Joshua Diamond
Taily Doras
Jacob Edelson
Sophie Erlich
Max Feber
Jeremiah Feiner
Johanna Feiner
Madeline Fink
Allie Friedman
Danielle Goldston
Brett Gonte
Joseph Greenstein
Lena Bassham Karesh
Hunter Keith
Raphael Lamé
Oren Lerner
Daniel Levin
Miriam Lupovitch
Noah Marcotte
Jacob Martin
Miles Metzok
Dana McDowell
Emily Nakshe
Nisim Nesimov
Carmyn Otto
Tahum Partrich
Elisheva Phillips
Tyler Presser
Isaac Reed
Jeremy Rosenberg
Paul Samer
Geil Schock
Brooke Simbok
Garrett Smith
Hannah Stein
Nikolas Vieder
Adam Weinbaum
Ilana Weinfeld
Noah Weingarden
Jonah Wolf

Talia Yaari
Michael Yafe Zimilevich
Joshua Zack

2014
Julia Abramson
Madison Banconi
Jacob Bean
Rachel Berg
Isabel Bradley
Seth Brody
Samantha Chabon
Joshua Chynoweth
Ian Elmim
Yael Elmim
Samuel Ferber
Axel Colcock
Noah Goodman
Benjamin Gould
Noam Haddad
Michael Homer
Rachel Israel
Hannah Jacobs
Emma Jacobson
Nicole Kahn
Noah Kahn
Seth Kahn
Natalorose Kaufman
Joshua Klein
Ruby Kolender
Micah Kraikoff
Arianna Lerner
Adam Lieberman
Dalvi Lupovitch
Ari Mattler
Jackson Partrich
Samuel Piotrowski
Danielle Portal
Ruby Ruben
Samuel Saperstein
Gabriel Schlussel

Justin Sherman
Adi Siegmund
Daniel Sklar
Maya Skolnik
Lillian Sobie
Tori Specter
Paige Stein
Daniel Sternberg
Michael Stryk
Drew Tarnopol
Jasen Teper
Jillian Tukel
George Victor
Jeddiash Weinstein
Andrew Weiss
Arjhy Weiss

2015
Shoshana Applebaum
Daniel Azariah
Gabriel Barish
Nainsim Bechar
Hannah Chadip
Sarah Chynoweth
Dresen Cogan
Julia Drakin
Joseph Gordon
Jonah Greenblatt
Pennett Granger
Molly Horvitzz
Noah Jacobs
Jonah Jakavy
Eden Joyrich
Jacob Klein
Sofia Klein
Lily Kollin
Lillery Krull
Rebecca Lans
Eric Lipsky
Samantha Lozman
Avina Lupovitch

Pelli Mechnikov
Tanja Miller
Yael Morais
Eliaa Orel
Sarah Phillips
Sayan Politick
Benjamin Rosenberg
Ani Rubenstein
Loren Safta
Bebe Scharfer
Marni Schuster
Sara Seid
Thea Seid
Adam Siegel
Paul Siegel Nadov
Bradley Simtob
Joshua Sate
Alexander Stryk
Melanie Teper
Steven Tukel
Allison VanderAue
Jonah Weinbaum
Avri Wolf
Peter Yusufov
Samuel Zak
Emma Zdrojewski
Daniel Zivian

2016
Eric Addison
Alexander Aisner
Noam Alperni
Jacob Banonni
Evan Baer
Alexander Bean
Jonathan Benezza
Ethan Boberman
William Bloomberg
Elisha Cooper
Jacob Ellenbogen
Molly Erlich

Emily Feldman
Aerin Fink
Yama Garey
Benjamin Goldstein
Elie Grey
David Hemel
Rephael Hiramov
Jeremy Karesh
Judah Karesh
Jack Katz
Nia Kepes
Benjamin Klein
Elian Krakoff
Hanna Lupovitch
Erie Mantler
Kelly Mez
Isaac Mintz
Logan Morof
Ethan Morryan
Russell Preser
Zachary Rones
Tai Rubin
Laela Saulson
Jacob Schlussel
Lauren Schostak
Andrew Schulman
Emily Sherman
Scott Siegel
Maya Siegmam
Ethan Sternberg
Hannah Stryk
Maya Wolick
Daniel Yyarugye

2017
Yael Atzmon
Rachel Baker
Jessica Caminker
Emma Cherrin
Ilana Eksdon
Hannah Gorman

Kade Hollander
Isabel Jacobson
Joseph Jonas
Julia Klein
Marlee Kroll
Adin Lofman
Casse Menuck
Alessis Morgan
Mackenzie Morton
David Nakshe
Avrey Owen
Elieter Pinals
Adina Robbins
David Saffa
Emily Schiffer
Joshua Schreiber
Arielle Shlader
Joseph Shumunov
Lev Sitar
Stella Skolnic
Liana Tarnopol
Henry Tukel
Robert Victor
Astra Weinbaum
Emilee Weingerdon
Asa Weinstein
Hannah Wise
Dana Yashov
Nathan Yusufov
Isabel Zaltz
Zoe Zaltz
Matthew Zivian
Parent-Teacher Organization (PTO)

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Breakfast  
BookStock  
Cookbooks  
Daddy-Daughter Dance  
End of School Picnic  
Family to Family  
Graduation Gift  
Hanukkah Dinner  
Lulov & Etrog  
Mishloah Manot  
Model Seders  
Mother-Son Bowling  
Rosh Hashanah  
Rosh Hodesh  
Scholastic Book Sale  
Shabbat Bake Sale  
Shavuot Treats  
Siddur Party  
Silent Auction  
Spirit Wear  
Staff Appreciation Week  
Sukkah Decorating Party  
Teacher Appreciation  
The Yad Project  
Torah Party  
Tu B’Shvat  
Yom Ha-atzma’ut  

... and on and on...

A special thanks to outgoing PTO president  
MICHELE WEITZMAN  
Thank you for your tireless dedication and support.  
We are grateful!
Dear Hillel community,

We are blessed to be celebrating our 60th anniversary! Thank you to all of our supporters, past and present, for the dedication that has brought us to this milestone.

Hillel continues to play a vital role in educating the children of our community with both a strong Jewish and general education. The school continues to grow and to prosper in large part because of each of you and the generous support you provide as we work together to build Hillel’s future.

This year, as we celebrate our 60th anniversary, we honor community leader and supporter of Hillel, with the Dream Maker Award. Our six most veteran teachers, Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith, will receive the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award for their collective years of tireless commitment to Hillel and educating our community’s children. Two impressive alumni, Mark Schostak (1977), and Rachel Lutz (1994), will receive the Distinguished Alumni Award.

As I complete my two-year term as president of the Board of Trustees, I would like to thank Steve Freedman, Head of School, for his visionary leadership as he steers our school in the 21st century; our administration, faculty and staff for their deep commitment to making Hillel truly distinctive; and to the Board of Trustees for their incredibly strong devotion to our school.

I know that each of you is committed to ensuring that Hillel can provide the strongest education possible for our community’s children, now and for generations to come. Thank you again for your support.

Kol Hakavod!

David Feber
President, Board of Trustees
HEAD OF SCHOOL, STEVE FREEDMAN

CONGRATULATIONS

Recipient of the Dream Maker Award

Brian Hermelin

and

Recipient of the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z’l Award

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

and

Hillel Day School Distinguished Alumni

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

For the love of Torah and their tireless efforts on behalf of Hillel Day School, Jewish education, and the Jewish community, Kol Hakavod!

FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

THANK YOU

TO STEVE FREEDMAN AND THE ENTIRE FACULTY, STAFF, AND LEADERSHIP TEAM

For your devotion, passion, and kindness. Thank you.

Recipient of the Dream Maker Award

Brian Hermelin

and

Recipient of the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z’l Award

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

and

Hillel Day School Distinguished Alumni

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

A person’s every act begins with a dream and ends with one. Theodor Herzl
Deeds of giving are the very foundations of the world.  

Pirke Avot 1:2

Dear Brian,

Over the years, I have watched with pride as you have become an incredible leader.

You have honored your father’s name and legacy with everything you have accomplished.

I could not be prouder of your commitment to this community and to Hillel.

Love,
Mom
Congratulations Brian!

We love you
and are so proud of you
now and always.

Love your guts.

All our love,
Jennifer, Max, Izzy, and David

To Jennifer, Max, Isabel, and David,

I am glad all of you
were able to be a part of the
Hillel Family as I was.

With love and pride,
Dad
In memory of my parents,

David and
Evelyn Holtman

Dr. Joan Shapiro

In honor of my children and grandchildren

Jan Rubinstein & Nicole Jacobson
Brooklyn & Sadie Rubinstein
& Marlow Spector
Evan and Sheri Shapiro
Meredith & Daniel

Dr. Joan Shapiro
Congratulate 
Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin
and
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z’l Award Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman,
Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
and
Distinguished Alumni
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
You are all wonderful champions of the premier education and experience for our children in the Jewish community.

GARY, BOB, LYLE AND JOSH
PARTNERS, SENIOR FINANCIAL LIFE ADVISORS

ARI FISCHMAN, CFP®
FINANCIAL SERVICES PROFESSIONAL
Alrig USA congratulates 2018's honorees for their years of hard work and devotion to Hillel Day School and its students!
Congratulations

Brian Hermelin

May your generosity and leadership be an example to us all.

You have taken on every leadership challenge with wisdom, insight, and a sense of humor.

You are such a mensch - you always strive to do the right thing- and not one single person who taught you at Hillel could have ever seen that coming. (Those lessons obviously had a very long incubation period.)

This honor is so well-deserved; you have done so much for this community and for Hillel. We are so proud of you.

With all our love,
Marcie and Robbie
Matthew, Samantha, and Malcolm
Alex and Melisa
Jason and Ramona
Olivia and Wes
BRIAN
PASSION, DEDICATION, LEADERSHIP
AND THAT WARM, FRIENDLY SMILE!
THANK YOU for stepping up for our children
and future generations.

CLARA GABA, ADINA LEVIN, MALKA LITTMAN,
AYALA PERLSTEIN, RIVKA SCHUCHMAN, AND PAM SMITH!
You have all touched our lives profoundly...
We love and adore each of you!

MARK and RACHEL
THANK YOU FOR SETTING THE EXAMPLE
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
Our three Hillel graduates stand taller on your shoulders!

Renee, Craig, Jonah, Sophie and Molly Erlich

Yasher Koach

Brian Hermelin, Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Thank you for your leadership and guidance, your wisdom and knowledge and your devotion and dedication to Hillel Day School.

Robyn and Bob Canvasser
Brian
We are so proud of you!

Mazel Tov
Jane and Larry Sherman

Yehoshua ben Perachyah said:
Provide for yourself a teacher and get yourself a friend;
and judge every man towards merit.

Mazel Tov on the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award to
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
This honor is so well-deserved and we have such deep appreciation
for everything you have done for Hillel and for our own children.

Kol Hakavod also to this year’s Distinguished Alumni
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Thank you for all you do!!
Marcie and Rob Orley
The world rests upon 3 “pillars”:
Torah, Avodah (“service,” worship)
and Gemilut Chasadim (acts of loving kindness).

Pirkei Avot 1:2

Congratulations Hillel Day School Honorees

Brian Hermelin,
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith,
Mark Schostak, and Rachel Lutz

May you continue to be a source of strength to the Jewish community.

Lisa and Gary Shiffman
Lois Shiffman

Life affords no greater responsibility, no greater privilege,
than the raising of the next generation. (C. Everett Koop)

Congratulations Skylar
on your graduation from Hillel!

Mazel Tov to
Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin
and
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal (z”l) Award Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman,
Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman and Pam Smith
Distinguished Alumni
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Sheri and David Jaffa
Eden, Kevin, Skylar, and Zachary Elbinger
Sabrina, Brian, Jadyn, Kendyl, and Reese Kaufman
Yasher Koach to

Dream Maker

Brian Hermelin
A role model for the next generation as his parents were for him.

and to the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal k"z Honorees
and Distinguished Alumni Recipients

We are fortunate to have such wonderful supporters for Jewish education in our community.

Penny and Harold Blumenstein

Mazel Tov to our good friend

Brian Hermelin
on this special and well-deserved honor

Our deepest gratitude to

Clara Gaba
Adina Levin
Malka Littman
Ayala Perlstein
Rivka Schuchman
Pam Smith

Each of these dedicated teachers has touched the lives of our family. We are blessed to have them at Hillel. Our thanks and mazel tov to each of you!

Kelly, David, George, Robert, Adin, and Jack Victor
WE JOIN IN CONGRATULATING

Brian Hermelin
Dream Maker Award Honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman and Pam Smith
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal (z”l) Award Honorees

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients

Your leadership and dedication power the legacy of Hilliel Day School.

Sue & Alan Jay Kaufman & Family

Burns & Wilcox
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader”
- John Quincy Adams

Congratulations Brian on receiving the 2018 Dream Maker Award

Congratulations to all the graduates and honorees, and thank you to our teachers.

The Bronstein Family
Mazel Tov to
Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
and
Distinguished Alumni Award Honorees
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
For your commitment to
Hillel Day School and Jewish Education.

To all of the wonderful
and well-deserving teachers
honored with the
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award,

Thank you for inspiring our children and
so many generations of Hillel students.
Mazel Tov on such a well-deserved honor.

Jennifer and Brian Hermelin

Ellen Folbe and David Grey
Jonathan (HDS ’12) Eli (HDS ’16) Erin and Ethan (HDS ’19)
Mazel Tov Rachel for receiving the Distinguished Alumni Award

Mark, from roaming the halls of Hillel together as kids to seeing our own kids doing the same…

Mazel Tov on tonight’s honor.

Brian Hermelin

We are delighted to honor our dear friend

**Brian Hermelin**

May you continue to be a source of strength to the Jewish community.

Marlene and Jeff Cohen
Dear Safta,

Mazel Tov! Thank you for all that you do for us every day, and thank you for all you have done for Hillel over the last thirty years. We love you very, very much!

Love,

Aaron, Emma, Moses, Bar, Mayer, Ava, and Lucky

---

Dear Rivka,

Mazel Tov! You are the most amazing Eema, Mother-in-Law, and friend.

Thank you for everything that you do for us! We are so proud to be your children!

Love,

Michael, Becky, Gabe, and Kara
CONGRATULATIONS!
To Brian Hermelin
and to Hillel Day School on its 60th Anniversary

Mazel Tov
And may you continue to rise high.

Congratulations, Brian!
Our entire Family of Companies celebrates your distinguished honor.

Jennifer and Dan Gilbert
Mark Schostak, Esteemed Teachers and all Honorees

Appoint a teacher for yourself; Acquire a friend for yourself; And judge everyone favorably.

Pirke Avot 1:6

With gratitude,
Elliott Baum and Family

Brian
You bring the joy of Judaism to the next Generation!

Joy and Allan Nachman
Congratulations to

Brian Hermelin,
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith,
Mark Schostak, and Rachel Lutz

Your contributions are exemplary.

Judy and Stanley Frankel

"Goodness is about character - integrity, honesty, kindness, generosity, moral courage, and the like. More than anything else, it is about how we treat other people."

- Dennis Prager
There are eight rungs in charity. The highest is when you help a man to help himself. (Maimonides)

MAZEL TOV
BRIAN HERMELIN!

May the Hillel Day School honorees go from strength to strength.

Nancy and James Grosfeld

L’dor v’dor, from generation to generation Brian Hermelin, like his father before him, makes dreams come true.

Mazel Tov to all the honorees!

The William Davidson Foundation is a private family foundation that honors its founder and continues his lifelong commitment to philanthropy, advancing for future generations the economic, cultural and civic vitality of Southeast Michigan, the State of Israel, and the Jewish community. williamdavidson.org
Kol Hakavod,

Rachel Stern Opperer

on receiving
the Sylvia Simon Greenberg award.
We honor your recognition
as a role model for your commitment
to our Jewish community.

Your proud family!

Mazel Tov
Brandon Rones
on your graduation
from Hillel!

Best wishes to the
2018 Hillel Day School
honorees

Rona Rones
Mazel Tov to our baby girl
Natalierose on her graduation!

May all of the teachings that you have learned from your extraordinary teachers at Hillel and FJA, along with those you learned at home, always be there as your guiding light. Never forget you are the grandchild of Holocaust Survivors and with that comes a huge responsibility.

We love who you are and the love and caring you show to all who know you. University of Michigan is lucky to have you joining their campus... they have no idea what they are in for :)

Love you to the moon and back- remember... you are our sunshine, our only sunshine...

Love Ima, Abba, Daniel, Jonathan, Joshua, Laurenne, Bubbi, Pappa, and Savta!
Congratulations to

Brian Hermelin

Dream Maker Award Honoree

and

Many thanks to the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z"l
Award honorees

and

Mazel Tov to the Distinguished Alumni

Robbie and Scott Sherman

Blessed are those who give without REMEMBERING and blessed are those who take without FORGETTING.

Bernard Meltzer
Dream Maker Honoree

Brian Hermelin
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Honorees

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

You make it all possible for the students of Hillel Day School and we thank you.

Andi and Larry Wolfe

You do not enter the future, you create it.

Catherine & Nathan Forbes applaud the Hillel Day School and 2018 Dream Maker Award honoree Brian Hermelin.
Mazel Tov

to the 2018 honorees

Brian Hermelin

Dream Maker honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l honorees
To all the educators at Hillel Day School, 
with special recognition to the 
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees 
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, 
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, 
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith 
Thank you for your love, dedication, and investment in our 
children every hour, every day, and every year

With love and gratitude, 
The Shapiro Family, Evan, Sheri, Meredith, and Daniel

JAKEY,
Mazel Tov on your graduation from Hillel! 
You did it!!!
Always keep smiling! We Love You!
Mom, Dad, and Nicolette

Our deepest appreciation and congratulations 
to the 2018 Award Honorees.
Yasher Koach to

Brian Hermelin

and

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, & Pam Smith

and

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

for all of your dedication to Jewish education and commitment to Hillel Day School.

Donna and Michael Maddin

Mazel Tov

Dream Maker honoree

Brian Hermelin

Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l honorees

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, & Pam Smith

Distinguished Alumni Award recipients

Mark Schostak & Rachel Lutz

Karen and Jerry Kaufman & our granddaughters

and beneficiaries of a wonderful Hillel education

Emma, Jadyn, Kendyl, and Reese
Chemical Bank aims to create a personal bond with each community we serve and every small business, family or customer that walks in our door. Learn more at ChemicalBank.com or one of more than 260 offices.
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Thank you for your Tireless Efforts!

Robin, Leo, Max, Anna & Louis Eisenberg

Steve Freedman, Administration, Staff, and The Board of Directors

Thank you for your Tireless Effort

Robin and Leo Eisenberg and Family
Mazel Tov to our soldier and graduate Laurennie!

Kol Hakavod! Every since you were a little girl you wanted to be an IDF soldier and Wolverine. You followed your dream and here you are today, a soldier and a graduate.

We are so proud of your dedication and commitment. You are a true role model and inspiration to all who know you.

We love you so much, sweet baby girl!

Love Ima, Abba, Daniel, Jonathan, Joshua, Natalierose, Bubbi and Pappa, and Savta!
Thank you to all the Hillel Day School teachers. We are fortunate to have such a large group of role models for our children.

Mazal Tov to the 2018 Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award honorees. What a great honor! You have each influenced our children’s day-to-day lives and we look forward to your continued mentorship.

Mazal Tov to Brian Hermelin Dream Maker Award Honoree We appreciate your support of Hillel Day School

Ari & Monica Fischman Erica, Tamar, & Jacob

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Mazel Tov on being recognized as Hillel's Distinguished Alumni of 2018

Robin and Leo Eisenberg and Family
Mazal Tov!

Adina Levin
Malka Littman
Ayala Perlstein
Rivka Schuchman
Pam Smith
and
Brian Hermelin

Clara Gaba
YASHER KOACH
to our dear friend

BRIAN HERMELIN

and to the 2018 honorees

in recognition of their continuing dedication
to securing the future of Hillel Day School.

Lori and Steven Weisberg

Without heroes we’re all plain people and
don’t know how far we can go. (Bernard Malamud)

Congratulations to the 2018
Hillel Day School Honorees

Karen and Dr. Richard Minkin
THE PIECES OF YOUR LIFE ARE FITTING NEATLY INTO PLACE ...
KEEP TENDING TO YOUR GARDEN AND BLOSSOM INTO THE REMARKABLE
WOMAN WE SEE YOU BECOMING.

LOVE,
MOMMY, DADDY, JOELY, ARI,
AND MUFFIN

AYALA PERLSTEIN, CLARA GABA, MAUJA UITMAN, RYKA SCHUCHMAN, ADINA LEVIN
AND PAM SMITH ON 25 YEARS OF MAKING OUR CHILDREN MENSCHEN!

RETAILERS. RELATIONSHIPS. RESULTS.
REPRESENTING BUYERS & SELLERS OF INVESTMENT PROPERTIES NATIONWIDE

LANDMARK REPRESENTS 72 NATIONAL RETAILERS

27995 HALSTED ROAD, SUITE 150 • FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 48331
WWW.LANDMARKINVESTMENTSALES.COM

DANIEL H. KUKES  
Principal  
dkukes@landmarkcres.com  
(248) 488-2620

KEVIN J. BAKER  
Principal  
kbaker@landmarkcres.com  
(248) 488-2620

Contact us today for an opinion of value.
Kol Hakavod to

Brian Hermelin
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Your dedication, passion, and contributions to our beloved community are greatly appreciated. You are role models for your families as you have passed on your commitment m’dor l’dom, a value that will help sustain our future generation of leaders.

We congratulate and honor

Our dear friend

Brian Hermelin

On his receiving

The Hillel Day School

Dream Maker Award

And thank him for all he does

For the Detroit Jewish community

Sandy and Alan Schwartz
We are all part of each other, each with our own unique purpose.

SILVER DONORS

We Salute Hillel’s Talent Builders!

Let us help recruit your COO or other top leader
Kaplan Executive Search
248.281.1386
adam@kaplanexec.com

Nearly 200 years in the classroom. Countless students inspired. Results: Priceless!
We celebrate Hillel’s exceptional teachers Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith.

www.kaplanexec.com
CONGRATULATIONS

BRIAN HERMELIN

on being chosen as this year’s Hillel Day School honoree.

The Brown Family
We admire and respect your dedication to uplifting future generations to embrace their heritage.

With gratitude,
Terry and David Kahan
Ilene and Douglas Kahan,
Tammy and Jeffrey Kahan and Michael Kahan

Wow!

Thanks for helping the kids of Hillel Day School

Terri Farber and Yossie Fleishmann
Mazel Tov to Dream Maker Honoree
Brian Hermelin
and all the Award recipients
whose dedication to Hillel Day School
is unwavering.

Thank you for all you do!
Barbara & Ira Zaltz
Zoe (class of 2017) & Isabel (class of 2017)

Mazel Tov
and Yasher Koach
Dream Maker Honoree
Brian Hermelin
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Distinguished Alumni
Mark Schostak
Rachel Lutz

Linda and Steve Jacobson
Mazel Tov
to the Honorees
and
ל הלוב
to Hillel Day School
for fulfilling its mission
of bringing Jewish learning
to our community

Beverly Baker

Jaclyn, Joshua, and Hallie Berger
You are all a source of joy,
always warm and giving,
looking on the bright side,
finding fun in daily living.
Wishing you a lifetime of good health, success, and happiness.

Jaclyn
Bloomfield Hills High School
2016
University of Michigan
2020

Josh
Andover High School
2013
University of Michigan
2017

Hallie
Andover High School
2011
University of Michigan
2015
Chicago School of Professional Psychology
2021

Love now and always, Dad
In honor of our dear Grandchildren

Bella, Joely, and Ari Gottlieb
Alyssa, Noah, Ethan,
Aaron, and Micah Adler
Sydney, Jonah, and Alec Sabbota

Love,
Bubbie and Zaidie
(Elaine and Harvey Sabbota)
Mazel Tov and Best Wishes to our dedicated teachers
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
on receiving the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award

Brian Hermelin
Dream Maker Award

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
Hillel Day School Distinguished Alumni

In honor of
Naomi Lupovitch
on her graduation from Hillel Day School
Hanna Lupovitch
on her graduation from Groves High School
Avital Lupovitch
on her graduation from University of Maryland
Luke Zeff
on his recent Bar Mitzvah

In honor of our Grandchildren
Emily (Nadis) and Randall Silver,
Rebecca, and Ben Nadis
Ilana, Eitan, Avital, and Yair Lupovitch
Dahvi and Hanna Lupovitch
Miriam, Aviva, Naomi, and Ezra Lupovitch

We love you
Noa, Ari, and Raya!

Sandy and Jim Danto

The day you were born
is the day God decided
that the world could not exist
without you.
Rabbi Nachman of Breslov
Mazel tov to Hillel Day School, Brian Hermelin and all of the Honorees and Awardees.

Barbra and Peter Alter

MAZEL TOV

To our friends

Brian Hermelin and Mark Schostak

and to all of this year’s honorees

Yasher Koach and Best Wishes

Natalie and Bill Newman and family
Congratulations and best wishes to all the Honorees for your tireless efforts on behalf of the Hillel Day School community.

Barbara and Irving Nusbaum

Mazel Tov to

Brian Hermelin
on receiving the Dream Maker Award
and

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
on the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award.

We are so happy to celebrate your longstanding commitment to Hillel and the growth of our children!

Josh, Shayna, Brandon, Marni, Cailey, and Mia Levine
Brian,
In the tradition of
Gates, Jobs, Zuckerberg,
and other successful dropouts,
we are so proud of how far
you've come Jewishly with
an incomplete Hillel education.

Congratulations on this
well-deserved honor.

With love, your out-of-town sisters,
Karen, Julie & Francie

Brian Hermelin
Recipient of the Hillel Day School Dream Maker Award

You are a true inspiration to so many of
the current and future leaders of our community.
With deep gratitude for your steadfast support!

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman,
Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Recipients of the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award

You are a reflection of the best of Jewish values.
We applaud your commitment and devotion to Jewish
education and to the students of Hillel Day School!

Mazel Tov to Hillel's Distinguished Alumni!

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Nancy and Jeffrey Adler
Mitch, Eden, and Jesse
Congratulations to all the 2018 Hillel Day School honorees. 
May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community. 

Amy and Eric Grosinger 

A little bit of light can dispel a lot of darkness. 
Jewish Proverb 

Mazel Tov 
to the 2018 honorees. 
Your commitment to the continuity of exemplary Jewish education is honorable. 

With gratitude, 
Peggy and Dr. Mark Saffer 
Sarah Saffer and Family
The entire Tamakwa family salutes our dear friend

BRIAN HERMELIN

a great Tamakwa ambassador and part of a three-generation camp family.

We also congratulate Mark Schostak, part of another three-generation Tamakwa family, along with the other honorees and award winners.

A huge How!How! from all of us,

Michael Budman & Diane Bald
Vic & Rona Norris
Craig & Margot Perlmutter

Brian Hermelin
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Thank you for your commitment and generosity to Hillel Day School.

Cheryl and Steve Schanes
Congratulations to our
Dream Maker Awardee

Brian Hermelin

Mazel tov to the
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z"l Award Recipients

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Kol HaKavod to our
Distinguished Alumni

Mark Schostak & Rachel Lutz

Thank you for your leadership and your commitment to our community!

Susan and David Feber and Family
Frieda Langnas
Lorraine and Dan Feber

mazel tov
to both of our beautiful daughters
on their graduations!

Rayna
Hillel Day School Class of 2018
Best of luck at Frankel Jewish Academy

Ariel
Hillel Day School Class of 2014,
Walled Lake Central Class of 2018
Best of luck at The University of Alabama

Love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom and Dad
Mazel Tov Harry on your Hillel Graduation! We are so proud of you today and everyday!!

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Max, and Julia

Mazel Tov and thank you to our teachers and Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Awardees:

Clara Gaba
Adina Levin
Malka Littman
Ayala Perlstein
Rivka Schuchman
Pam Smith

"Make for yourself a teacher, acquire for yourself a friend and judge every person as meritorious." Pirkei Avot 1:6

All our love and appreciation,
Max (HDS class 2013), Harry (HDS class 2018), and Julia (HDS class 2020)
Congratulations to
Brian Hermelin,
all the wonderful teachers, and
Mark Schostak for their awards,
and
Lindsay Schlussel on her graduation!

Mazel Tov to all of the honorees
who contribute so much to Hillel Day School.
A very heartfelt thank you to the teachers
and staff for another wonderful year.

Leemor, Jeff, Talya, & Ammi Rotberg
Dear Adina,

Mazel Tov to our shaina punim who always kicks tuchus ~ We are so proud of you, and can’t wait to see what the next chapter holds!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Noa, and Hannah
Thank you to all the faculty at Hillel Day School for your dedication to our children!

Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin, the 2018 Dream Maker Award Honoree, and the 2018 Distinguished Alumni Awardees!

Melissa, Jeremy, Merrick, and Sydney Michaelson

Congratulations to
Brian Hermelin
Our Dream Maker honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, & Pam Smith
Recipients of the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
Distinguished Alumni Award honorees

In appreciation of your contribution to Jewish education.

Ellie and Sid Glen
100 YEARS FROM NOW...

it will not matter what kind of car I drove, what kind of house I lived in, how much money I had, not what my clothes looked like, but the world may be a little better because I WAS IMPORTANT IN THE LIFE OF A CHILD.

Todah Rabah to Hillel’s esteemed teachers,
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees,
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Yasher Koach to Dream Maker Honoree
Brian Hermelin

Kol Hakavod to Distinguished Alumni Awardees
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Beth and Ronn Nadis and Family

Mazel Tov Brian!
On receiving the 2018 Dream Maker Award
We commend you for your commitment and dedication to Hillel.

Arthur and Trudy Weiss
Mazel Tov Benny Lerner on your graduation from Hillel.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Arianna, & Liat

Mazel Tov

Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin

Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z"l Award Honoree
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

and

Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Thank you for your leadership and dedication to Hillel Day School.

Jennifer, Stuart, Rachel, and Noah Freedland
Thank you Brian Hermelin for helping to ensure Jewish education for future generations of Hillel students.

Kol Hakavod to Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith for helping and teaching our children to be empowered, confident, and proud of their Jewish heritage and identity.

We are grateful to Mark Schostak for his friendship and foresight.

לארחים

Norma and Michael Dorman
Hillary, Tedi, Hershel, & Pearl

Yasher Koach to Brian Hermelin
On receiving the Dream Maker Award.
Thank you for your commitment to Hillel Day School.

Mazel Tov to Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith on receiving the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award.

Thank you for your support, dedication and for ALL YOU DO!

Love,
Karen, Hallie, Josh, and Jaclyn Berger
Dream Maker Honoree

Brian Hermelin

Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Distinguished Alumni
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

With wisdom, passion, and commitment comes much success.
Congratulations to the 2018 honorees.

Linda and Robert Finkel

Mazel Tov!

Dear “Morah Gaba,”
As your children, we know that a mother’s hug lasts long after she lets go.
Similarly, you have made an indelible impact on the souls of Hillel students for over 25 years.
You are a role model to students, teachers, and your family.
Mazel Tov! We love you!

Gabe, Ilana, Zeev, Lihi, and Hilla
Mazel tov to this year’s honorees, especially our ’94 classmate Rachel Lutz

Todah Rabah to all the Hillel teachers who have had an impact on us and on our children.

Zachary and Ilana Liss

Mazel Tov
Brian Hermelin
for your tireless efforts.

Thank you to
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman
Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Yasher Koach to
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Beverly and Arthur Liss

Mazel Tov to

Brian Hermelin

Thank you for your dedication and commitment to Hillel Day School.

Samantha and Ross Partrich
Tatum, Jackson, and Ari

Mazel Tov to

Brian Hermelin

for his wonderful contribution to our Jewish community. You are truly a reflection of your dear father, David Ḥa"a. May you continue from strength to strength.

Miriam and Fred Ferber
THANK YOU to
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman
Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
for instilling Jewish knowledge,
yiddishkiet and beautiful memories within us!

Mazel tov to
Mark Schostak
on receiving a well-deserved Distinguished Alumni Award!

Yasher koach to
Brian Hermelin
for his leadership to Hillel and the entire Jewish community!

With gratitude to all of you,
Hadas, Dennis, Joshua, Aaron, and Leora Bernard
Congratulations as you graduate from Hillel.
You are the best Star in every way!
Your future awaits with hope and promise.

With gratefulness to the Teacher Honorees
as their teachings have benefited our children and grandchildren.

Mazel Tov to all the Honorees

Paula and Lou Glazier

No great achiever – even those who made it seem easy – ever succeeded without hard work.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
The heart's intention is the measure of all things.

Maimonides

Congratulations

Brian Hermelin,
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith,
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Beth and Steve Margolin

Marni Foster and Howard Lupovitch
Dahvi and Hanna
Dear Eli,

Mazel Tov on your upcoming graduation! You have been a great source of NACHAS for us and an inspiration to all who know you. We are so proud of the values and choices that you make for yourself and your love and dedication to your dear brothers and friends.

Your sweet Ima is watching over you from above with a beautiful smile on her face.

May you continue to walk in the path of HaShem.

We love you so very much!

Dad, Joey, Gabriel, Nona, Ben and Susan Lanxner
Eric and Sarah Gordon
Shari and Alon
Mazel Tov

Brian!

Much love,
Carolyn & Jim Bellinson

Mazel Tov

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF THE HONOREES

With love,
Ryan and Jennifer (1991), Bayla (2024) and Asher (2026) Kaluzny
Brian and Risa (1988) Kirschner
Allison VanDerAue (2015)
Yolanda and David Tisdale
Congratulations
Hillel Day School
on 60 amazing years!

Congratulations to all the honorees!

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all that you have done for our school, our children, and our community.

With much appreciation
Doron Bar-Levav ('68), Ilana Bar-Levav ('70), and Leora Bar-Levav ('74)
Daniel Edelson ('05) Rina Edelson ('07) and Jacob Edelson ('13)

The Bar-Levav Family Foundation
Mazal Tov to all the honorees.

May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.

Susan and Larry Slabotsky
Dear Honored Teachers,

Each one of you, in your own unique way, has been a shining light in the life of our children. Thank you for teaching them to believe in themselves, to have faith in their own abilities, and believe that if they work hard, there is nothing they can’t accomplish. You gave them hope, ignited their imagination, and instilled a love of learning (most of the time).

We are grateful for your help in raising our children to be menches and to make good choices based on the morals and values taught at home and at school.

May Hashem give you the patience, strength, and good health for many years.

Mazel tov on this well-deserved honor!

Shari and Alon

Tzedakah and Acts of Kindness are the Equivalent of all the Mitzvot of the Torah.

Talmud Yerushalmi

Mazel Tov

Brian Hermelin
Dream Maker Award Honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin,
Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients

Your combined contributions to the Hillel community are exemplary!

Joel E. Jacob          Warren Robinson

SPONSORS, SUPPORTERS, AND FRIENDS
Congratulations to BRIAN HERMELIN on receiving the Dream Maker Award.

You are an inspiration to our entire community!

To Rachel & Mark and Clara, Adina, Malka, Ayala, Rivka & Pam,

Yasher Koach!
We wish you continued success in the future!

Nicole Miller & Bubba Urdan

Congratulations Adina & Lindsay! We love you! The Altermans & Schlussels
Congratulations Brian on this wonderful Award and for all you have done for Hillel Day School and the Jewish community.

Sally and Graham Orley

Brian

Mazel Tov on receiving the 2018 Dream Maker Award.

Thanks for everything you do for our community!

Stacy and Ronnie
When we're looking for advice, you're always there for us. You are our role model, we look up to you. We've seen all your hard work, dedication and passion, motivating us to do our best and follow in your footsteps. We're grateful and thankful for all you've taught us. We're proud of all you've accomplished, and that we get to call you ours.

We love you and congratulations! No one is more deserving.

Lil, Josh, Danielle, Seth and Lauren
Mazel Tov
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith and Brian Hermelin

We thank you for your dedication and commitment to Hillel Day School!

Yasher Koach to the Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients
Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Doris and Fred Blechman and family
Helen and Jeffrey Garden and family
Karen and Ken Goss and family
Barbara and Irvin Kappy and family
Fran and Aaron Martin and family
Elaine and Rob Robins and family
Debbie and Gary Yashinsky and family
With appreciation for

Brian Hermelin

and the administrators and faculty of Hillel

for their immeasurable contributions

to Jewish education and Klal Yisrael

Kol Hakavod!

Rachel and Josh Oppener
Congratulations to

Brian Hermelin

Your commitment, generosity, devotion, and leadership to Hillel Day School are exemplary.

Tom & Jan Purther

"A child is not a vessel to be filled, but a lamp to be lit."

- Hebrew Proverb
“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it”.

Proverbs, xxii, 6.

Generations of children and their children and their children’s children will follow the paths on which you with your love, knowledge, expertise, dedication and wisdom set them.

Ashreichem! How fortunate are you to have used these opportunities to impact others as you have! You have set a standard for us, your colleagues, to follow!

Ashreinu! How fortunate are we to have learned from you!

Hillel, your students, and we have benefitted from knowing you.

We thank you and we salute you!
Dear Benji,

Mazal Tov on your graduation from Hillel. Whether Batman, Student, or Hockey Player we are always so proud of your hard work and many accomplishments!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Ryan and Kobi

Yasher Koach

Brian Hermelin

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith, Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

Valued members of our Beth Ahm Family

Without wisdom there is no awe, without awe there is no wisdom.

Rabbi Elazar ben Azariah

Margo and Doug Woll
Thank You, Michael!

Special guest performance by Israeli singer/songwriter and Hillel alumnus (1987)

MICHAEL HARPAZ
Congratulations to  
BRIAN HERMELIN  
on receiving the  
2018 Dream Maker Award  

A well deserved honor  
in recognition of your  
amazing commitment to  
Hillel Day School  

THE SCHOSTAK FAMILY  

Congratulations to  
MARK SCHOSTAK  
2018 Hillel Day School  
Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient  

You make our family look good!  

LOVE,  
ALL THE SCHOSTAKS
Skylar,

We are so proud of you!
Your kindness, sense of humor and loving nature inspire us daily.
We can’t wait to see what the future holds for you.

Mazel Tov!

All our love,
Mom, Dad & Zachary

‘It’s that heart of gold, & stardust soul that make you beautiful.’
R.M. Broderick

Mazel Tov
Brian Hermelin
L’Chaim
Clara Gaba,
Adina Levin,
Malka Littman,
Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman,
Pam Smith
We are grateful to you!
Congratulations to
Mark Schostak and
Rachel Lutz

Honoring the Hillel Day School Graduating Class of 2018!

Eden, Kevin, Skylar & Zachary Elbinger

Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.
–Aristotle
“The highest form of wisdom is kindness.” The Talmud

Jakey

Mazel Tov as you complete your Hillel journey.
You have risen to and surpassed any dream.

Kindness and goodness speak from within you and for that I am grateful.

With love,
Bubbie
Bernice Handler

Mazel Tov to
Brian Hermelin
and all the amazing teachers and Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients
on your well-deserved honors.
Your leadership and commitment are an inspiration to us.

Thank you to the wonderful Hillel family and staff who support our children and help them believe that one day they can accomplish great things.

Congratulations Lindsay on your graduation!

Amy and Jeff Schlussel
Jacob, HDS class of 2016
Lindsay, HDS class of 2018
Mia, 4th grade
To our friends

Brian Hermelin
and Mark Schostak

Congratulations on your well-deserved honors.
You help to empower future generations.

Sherri and Jimmy Ketai

---

Mazel Tov, Max!

We are behind you all the way as you embark on a new adventure.

Hillel has laid the foundation for you to soar, and we know you will accomplish great things.

We appreciate all of the teachers who have guided and supported you.

I will enlighten you and instruct you which way to go.

We love you,
Dad, Mom, and Jacob
Bubbies and Zaydes Friedman, Gutman, and Lerner

Mazel Tov to all of the 2018 Honorees!
We appreciate all you do for our school.
Mazel Tov!
Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin

Todah Rabah!
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Yasher Koach!
Distinguished Alumni Award Honorees
Rachel Lutz and Mark Schostak
Ilana Glazier and Lowell Schmeltz
Mazel Tov and Thank you

Brian Hermelin, Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, Pam Smith, Mark Schostak, and Rachel Lutz

We wish you continued success and may all the children of Hillel continue to benefit from your support.

May you go from strength to strength!

Janice and Steve Traison
Rebecca, Randie, Elizabeth, and Ari

Brian Hermelin and Mark Schostak

Mazel Tov and Best Wishes!

May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.

Nancy and Howard Luckoff
Mazel Tov Brian!

You are truly a “Dream Maker!!”

Thank you for inspiring all of us with your selfless hard work and lifelong support and dedication to the Hillel Day School and the Jewish community, and for making so many dreams come true!

Love,
The Korn Family

Mazel Tov & Yashser Koach!

Mark Schostak, Brian Hermelin and All the Distinguished Faculty Honorees

For their dedication, devotion and commitment to Jewish Education and all your outstanding contributions to our community and to Hillel Day School

Carol and Dr. Sandy Vieder, Brandon, Alex & Nicky Suzi and Dr. Larry Dell, Benji, Ilana, & Gabe
Micayla

You make us proud every day with your determination and quiet kindness.

Congratulations as you graduate from Hillel, the school we all know and love!

Mom, Dad, Merrick, Michael, Andrew & Autumn
Astro and Ringo, too!

Mazal Tov and Thank you

Brian Hermelin
Dream Maker Award Honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees

Your kindness, caring and support have proven exemplary!

"Being humble is one of the key traits that Judaism values."  Rabbi Louis Jacobs

Niki and Todd Fink
Maddie, Aerin, Andrew
Mazal Tov to our teachers on receiving the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award!

Thank you for sharing your passions while teaching us, instilling your knowledge upon us, and helping us become confident young men and women in both our Jewish and secular worlds.

With love and gratitude, Josh, Danielle, Seth, and Lauren Schostak
Mazel Tov!

BRIAN HERMELIN
A True Community ‘Dream Maker’

AND HONOREES
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein,
Rivka Schuchman and Pam Smith

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz

And Thank You

HILLEL DAY SCHOOL
Your Outstanding Students and Faculty Make Our Community Proud

TO THE 2018
HILLEL DAY SCHOOL
HONOREES

QUALITY KOSHER catering
Mazel Tov & Best Wishes to all the Honorees

Dream Maker Award Honoree
Brian Hermelin

Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith

Distinguished Alumni Award Honorees
Rachel Lutz and Mark Schostak

May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.
Mazal Tov to
Mark Schostak
Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient

We thank you for your commitment
to our Jewish community.

Adat Shalom Synagogue
Mazal Tov to Hillel Day School, Mark Schostak, Alumnus of the Year, and to All Honorees

Rabbi Scot A. Berman
Head of School

Gil Feldman
President, Board of Directors

Mazal Tov to this year’s honorees for your well deserved recognition.

Better Together

18 Years and Counting

Hillel Class of 2014 > FJA Class of 2018

Skolnick, Michael; Strick, Jason Temple; Aronoff, Hadas; Sacks, Hannah; Weiss, George; Victor, Jill; Turek, Derek; Tarr, Hannah; Spector, Tori; Klein, Rachel; Kahan, Seth; Krakoff, Micah; Kahan, Nicole; Tukel, Jillian; Tarnopol, Ruby; Spector, Maya; Kauffman, Natalie; Rosen; Weis, Aryeh; Weiss, Andrew; Weis, George; Silver, Joshua; Chynoweth, Noah; Goodman, Noah; Elrom, Yael; Elrom, Ilan; Krakoff, Micah; Krakoff, Seth; Kahan, Nicole; the Class of 2018.
Mazel Tov!

Brian Hermelin
Dream Maker Honoree

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman and Pam Smith
Rabbi Jacob E. Segal (z”l) Award Honorees

And to

Mark Schostak and Rachel Lutz
Distinguished Alumni Award Recipients

Your contributions to our community are greatly appreciated!
The Officers, Board of Directors and Staff of Yad Ezra
Jeffrey Supowit Lea Luger
Yad Ezra President Executive Director

MAZEL TOV
to
Dream Maker Award Honoree
BRIAN HERMELIN
Thank you for your years of dedication to ensuring a quality education for children at Hillel Day School and around the globe.

Your friends at
Clara Gaba

רבו בל
בושה תרכוה

Fran and Sonny Fine
CONGRATULATIONS TO BRIAN HERMELIN ON RECEIVING THE WELL DESERVED DREAM MAKER AWARD

Congratulations to all the Honorees!
Hebrew Day Schools are the key to our Jewish future.

Michal and Dr. Howard Korman

Mazel Tov to our fabulous Machetayneste, Rivka Schuchman!
So proud you are being honored!

Love,
Lynne & Chuck

Congratulations, Brian Hermelin, Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman & Pam Smith!
You all made a huge contribution to our childrens’ educations!

Fondly, Bruce and Mindy Ruben
Mazel tov
Caleb Joseph!
There are no words to express the depth of my love and extent of my pride for you.
Love, Mom

Congratulations on doing a fine job educating our children.

Our grandson MATTHEW WEINSTEIN LOVES HILLEL and SO DO WE!!

Best Wishes,
Dr. & Mrs. Eugene Gelzayd
and Mr. & Mrs. Michael Weinstein

In honor of the graduation of our grandson
Jacob Bronstein

Bubbie and Grandpa

Greater by far than the love we receive is the love we give.
Chief Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks

Our very best wishes for Hillel’s continued success.

Nancy and Joe Jacobson
Mazel Tov
Brian Hermelin and all of the distinguished honorees

Your ongoing commitment to Jewish education strengthens our community.

See you this summer at Willoway!
Lorraine and Arnie Fisher
Jonathon Koenigsberg • Jason Rosen

(248) 932-2123 • www.willowaydaycamp.com

Congratulations to the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award Honorees
With Special Acknowledgement of

Ayala Perlstein and Malka Littman

for your commitment to Hillel Day School and excellent Jewish education.

Marisa Rothstein LaKind

Mazel tov and thank you to
Brian Hermelin, Dream Maker, of whom it is written,
“Say little; do much; and greet everyone warmly.” Pirke Avot 1:15

Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith, about all of whom it is written,
“What we need more than anything else is not text-books but text-people. It is the personality of the teacher which is the text that the pupils read; the text that they will never forget.”

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

With gratitude to Hillel Day School faculty, administration, and staff
Rebecca and Rabbi Aaron Starr, Caleb and Ayal

Jacob,
The best way to predict the future is to create it! ...and your future is so bright we need shades!

Mom, Dad, Noah, Aaron, Rebecca, David & Joel
Mazel tov to Henry Ellenbogen and the entire Hillel Class of 2018!

We are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. We cannot wait to see what the future brings!

Love, Mom, Dad, Jacob, Laura, Chloe, and Manny

It is our pleasure to join in honoring all of you. May we continue to build a strong Jewish identity for our future generations.

Gerrie & Buddy Sollish

IN HONOR OF OUR BELOVED HILLEL TEACHERS!

Tim and Sara Zivian Zwickl
Kimberly Dorfman Schon

Zivian & Zwickl
Attorneys & Counselors

A family-owned law firm serving families and individuals for Estate Planning, Probate, Elder Law, Family Law and Mediation matters
248-406-7400
www.zivianandzwickl.com

Mazel Tov on your Graduation, Sammy and Max!

From the beginning, you have always taken care of each other. Continue to do that. Good luck on your next adventure together at Berkley High School. Always remember where you came from and the values you learned at Hillel.

We Love You!
Stacy, Jason, Gabe, Lindsay, Jen, Lowell, and Jacob
Always remember you are loved more than you can ever imagine... You have a heart of gold and every time you share your amazing soul a little piece of you is shared with everyone you meet.

Brie,

Don’t stop sharing that soul and the smile that accompanies it! We are proud of you every day and we love you!

Mom, Dad, Emma, Spencer, & Ollie
Boiby & Z, Gramma, Papa, & Safta

Congratulations to the 2018 Honorees
Marni and Dan Cherrin

Isaac, Mazel Tov on your graduation! We are so proud of you!

“Follow your passion, stay true to yourself, never follow someone else’s path - unless you’re in the woods and you’re lost and you see a path, then by all means you should follow that.”

Ellen DeGeneres
Love,
Mom, Dad, Laela, Sophia, and Fara

“Teachers are the rainbows in the clouds and you have enhanced the possibility of seeing light and opportunity in the lives of so many”

Maya Angelou

Pam - The impact you’ve made with Hillel and our community is immeasurable.

With our deepest love and pride,
Lexi, Amanda, Garrett, Jimmy, Blake, Evan, Mike, Cyndi, Jessie, Marissa, Vicky, Nicole & Brad
Brian
You are the most wonderful human being ever!
- So proud of you -
Given with much love,
Your Mother-in-law and Bob

Honoring the 60th Anniversary of Hillel Day School with pride.
The excellence of the Hillel Day School Staff and Students surpasses any and all expectations.
With many thanks,
Margie and Bob Mellen

Mazel tov to all the Honorees!
Thank you to all of the Administrators and Teachers. Brandon, Marni, Cailey, Mia, and Sydney are waiting for the arrival of our 6th Hillel student, Miles.

Susan and Rabbi Harold Loss

In support of
Hillel Day School of Metropolitan Detroit
And with much admiration and appreciation for
Brian Hermelin
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith
Your ongoing leadership, commitment, and service are inspirations to us all!

Yale and Anna Levin
Tony, Karen, Bradley, and Jodi Levin
Steve, Jennifer, Jason, and Melanie Teper
Mazel Tov Brian

Through your time and commitment to our community, Jewish education and our family values, you have upheld a most beautiful and cherished tradition.

לֶשֶנֶה הַבֵּאת

Thank you for continuing the legacy my parents passed on to my brother and me.

With love,
Aunt Honey, the Weinbergs, and Spectors

Congratulations Pam, we love you and are so proud of you!

Love,
The Kathryn Lowenthal Family
The Victoria Fingeroth Family
The Cynthia and Michael Stone Family

Glen Fisher
Todah Rabah!
to all the Hillel teachers past & present.
“Better than a thousand days of diligent study is one day with a great teacher.”
Clara Gaba, Adina Levin, Malka Littman, Ayala Perlstein, Rivka Schuchman, and Pam Smith.
You have instilled the love of learning in our children.
Emma Cutler, Class of 2018
Alexa Cutler, Class of 2020
Joshua Cutler, Class of 1987
With great appreciation, Amy & Ezra Cutler

Mazel Tov to all the deserving honorees and
Thank you Hillel Day School for providing excellent Jewish and secular education to our grandchildren:
Brandon, Marni, Cailey, and Mia Levine
Berna and Noah Levine

Congratulations to the Hillel Day School 2018 Graduating Class

Mira and Dr. Leo Eisenberg
Mazel Tov to Rivka Schuchman
A dedicated, beloved teacher and a devoted, loving friend.

With love,
Aleta and Ariel Grunberg

Mazel Tov
on your honor
Pam Smith!

With much love,
Denise Luft

Brian,
Congratulations on the wonderful job you’ve done throughout the years.

Love,
SuSu
Our community’s most important work is providing a Jewish education.

Anne and Eugene Greenstein

Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin and our amazing teachers for all that they contribute to our community!

Jill and Aaron Dones

Mazel Tov Ashleigh!

We are all so amazed at how smart, caring and wonderful you are everyday - we cannot wait to see the places that you go! You can do anything.

We Love You,

Love, Mom, Dad, Eric, Grandma, Papa and Num

Congratulations Brian Hermelin and all Award Recipients

Ellen and David Sherman

In honor of our grandchildren

Asher & Elie

May Hillel and their future be bright

Love,

Safta and Saba Opperer

Congratulations Rachel Lutz

Distinguished Alumni Award Winner

You make Detroit retail fun!

Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin on your Dream Maker Award

The Jacobsons

Andrea and David

Danielle, Jenna, Lillian, & Jack

Mazel Tov to

Brian Hermelin

on your

Dream Maker Award

The Jacobsons

Andrea and David

Danielle, Jenna, Lillian, & Jack

Congratulations Brian Hermelin and all Award Recipients

Ellen and David Sherman
Mazel Tov
Brian Hermelin
On receiving the
2018 Dream Maker Award
David and Elyse Folyin

I WANTED TO LIVE TO TELL A STORY
by Markus Rohtbart

Look me up on Amazon:
amazon.com/dp/B07B53JWRV
All proceeds from the sale of this book go to support projects at the Holocaust Memorial Center.

Seth Goldstein

So proud of you. Love.
Bubbie, Nana and Papa Merv

Mazal Tov,
Tali!
We love you and are proud of you!
Mommy, Daddy, & Ari

Thank you for your dedication to Hillel!
The teachers make Hillel a special place!
The Tigay Family

Kol Hakovod,
Emma!
The Hillel years were great, but the Best is yet to come!
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Baba & Zay

On Hillel Day School’s 60th year and to the dedicated Honorees
"مواد טובים!"
ברכות תמוח ממ också!
Fondly from
The Smiley Family: Dr. Mark, Aviva Silverman, Yael & Gabe, Dov, Benjamin
Congratulations, Mark!
As a teacher you have inspired confidence, ignited imaginations & instilled a love of learning in all your students.

We are so proud of you!
MAZAL TOV on receiving the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award

Love,
The Zack, Wolf, Reed, Presser, Martin, Levin and Gonte Families

To Morah Littman, Morah Gaba, Morah Levin, and Morah Schuchman.
Todah Rabah for being a part of our marvelous education at Hillel Day School! We remember your classes fondly and will never forget our Hebrew.
Benjamin (class of 2009) and Jonathan (class of 2013) Cher

∞∞∞

Congratulations, Mark!
Distinguished Alumni Extraordinaire
Class of 1977
The Cher-Yufit Family

Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin, Mark Schostak and the rest of the Amazing Honorees.
We thank you for your commitment to Hillel Day School and Jewish Day School education!

Amy & Jack Folbe
Aaron ’07  Elana ’07
Jonah ’09  Aidan ’11

Pam,
We love you punky.
Dad, Mom, Zach & Chewy

Pam,
As a teacher you have inspired confidence, ignited imaginations & instilled a love of learning in all your students.

We are so proud of you!
MAZAL TOV on receiving the Rabbi Jacob E. Segal z”l Award

Love,
The Zack, Wolf, Reed, Presser, Martin, Levin and Gonte Families

Congratulations to 60 years of Excellence!

Mazel Tov & Best Wishes to all the Honorees
May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.
Laurie and Robert Kimmel

Congratulations
Maya!
We are so proud of you.

To my friends and colleagues
Rivka Malka Ayala
Clara Adina Pam

ע什么地方 חובה חובה ל…” ברי

Pnina and Elie Basse

To Morah Littman, Morah Gaba, Morah Levin, and Morah Schuchman.
Todah Rabah for being a part of our marvelous education at Hillel Day School! We remember your classes fondly and will never forget our Hebrew.
Benjamin (class of 2009) and Jonathan (class of 2013) Cher

∞∞∞
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Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin, Mark Schostak and the rest of the Amazing Honorees.
We thank you for your commitment to Hillel Day School and Jewish Day School education!

Amy & Jack Folbe
Aaron ’07  Elana ’07
Jonah ’09  Aidan ’11

Pam,
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We are so proud of you!
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Love,
The Zack, Wolf, Reed, Presser, Martin, Levin and Gonte Families
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Laurie and Robert Kimmel
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Pam,
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We are so proud of you!
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Love,
The Zack, Wolf, Reed, Presser, Martin, Levin and Gonte Families

Congratulations to 60 years of Excellence!

Mazel Tov & Best Wishes to all the Honorees
May you continue to be an inspiration to the entire community.
Laurie and Robert Kimmel
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Maya!
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To my friends and colleagues
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To Morah Littman, Morah Gaba, Morah Levin, and Morah Schuchman.
Todah Rabah for being a part of our marvelous education at Hillel Day School! We remember your classes fondly and will never forget our Hebrew.
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Congratulations, Mark!
Distinguished Alumni Extraordinaire
Class of 1977
The Cher-Yufit Family

Mazel Tov to Brian Hermelin, Mark Schostak and the rest of the Amazing Honorees.
We thank you for your commitment to Hillel Day School and Jewish Day School education!

Amy & Jack Folbe
Aaron ’07  Elana ’07
Jonah ’09  Aidan ’11
In honor of Mark Schostak for his support, loyalty, unselfish love and moral guidance.

HWRG,
Adam Bornstein
Keith Bornstein
Adam Doctoroff
Jack Folbe
Marcus Helman
Steven Krasnick
Barry Leshman
John Steinberg
Craig Zucker

We are delighted to honor

Pam Smith

Love,
Deane and Barry Safir

Mazel Tov to all of the Honorees and Hillel Day School for 60 years of outstanding education.

Shana and Rabbi Shalom Kantor

To the 2018 Honorees of Hillel Day School

Mazel Tov!

Denise and Fred Kalt

Congratulations on this well-deserved honor to our dear friend

Mark Schostak.

With much Love,
The Lichtermans
Mark, Susan, Yossi, Katy, Allie and Eden

Mazel Tov

Hillel on 60 years

Jackie and Ron Michaelson

Mazel Malkolmi shelchalai

Dear Mrs. Gaba, Mrs. Levin, Mrs. Littman, Mrs. Perlstein, Mrs. Schuchman and Ms. Smith,

Thank you for all you have modeled and taught our children.
With appreciation,
Alissa Citron & Jeffrey Lupovitch

Mazel Tov on your accomplishments.
We are so proud of you.
Every day we learn from you how to be a good person.

Moavit Lechalel!

Love,
Ima, Aba, Miriam, Aviva, and Ezra

Dear Naomi,

Mazel Tov on your accomplishments.
We are so proud of you.
Every day we learn from you how to be a good person.

Mazel Tov on 60 years of outstanding education.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE HONOREES

Ann and Lee Alpern
Deborah Anstandig
Sarai and Jared Anstandig
Scott Bogorad
Drs. Cindy and Jeffrey Diskin
Joshua, Casey, Asa, Rachel, Alp, Michael, Jacob, and Sari
Tina, Alan, Tony, Simon, Zoe and Hank Pinter
Esther and David Soleimani

Jewish success is due to a culture that promotes excellence, blessed with self-discipline, education, dedication and a quest for leaving this world a better place. (Nonie Darwish)

WE REMEMBER

Bradley Bluestone ɹ
James Caplan ɹ
Sebastian Dittman ɹ
Alexandra Graham ɹ
Debbie Groner ɹ
Jonathan Hoffman ɹ
Steven Kersch ɹ
Jennifer Kramer ɹ
Michael Kroopnick ɹ
Jennifer Lanxner ɹ

Debra LeVine ɹ
Hope Lifton ɹ
Hillel Maisel ɹ
Benjamin Marcuson ɹ
Beth Moretsky ɹ
David O’Desky ɹ
David Rosen ɹ
Ilene Ross ɹ
Karen Waldman ɹ
Jason Zaks ɹ
RABBI ROBERT ABRAMSON

His passion for education, children, and repairing the brokeness in this world was visible in all he did, and that legacy will continue through the lives of all those whom he so deeply touched.

EUGENE APPLEBAUM

A kind and quiet man who cultivated generosity, connection and trust, while empowering today's children generation to generation.

“We are instructed by the Torah to give tzedakah to the Jewish people, and I feel a great responsibility to do this. I want to share the success I've had with the Jewish people.” Eugene Applebaum
A gentle, generous and kind man who truly believed that “Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to everything.” Plato

A woman of valor. A storyteller for future generations. A survivor.
A community is too heavy to carry alone.
(Deuteronomy Rabbah 1:10)
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